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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
 

The Search Performance Evaluation and Prediction  

in Exploratory Search 

by 

Fei Liu 

Doctor of Philosophy in Information Studies 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2016 

Professor John V. Richardson, Chair 

 

The exploratory search for complex search tasks requires an effective 

search behavior model to evaluate and predict user search performance. 

Few studies have investigated the relationship between user search 

behavior and search performance in exploratory search. This research 

adopts a mixed approach combining search system development, user 

search experiment, search query log analysis, and multivariate 
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regression analysis to resolve the knowledge gap. Through this study, it 

is shown that exploratory search behavior could be featured with long 

query length, continuous query reformulations, careful search results 

evaluation and numerous search results click-through. Moreover, a 

search interaction-performance model has been constructed using 

multivariate regression analysis. The model evaluation indicates that the 

search interaction-performance model could effectively evaluate and 

predict user search performance in exploratory search. Meanwhile, the 

study has identified two main exploratory search strategies that could 

guide searchers into the right information: breadth-first and depth-first 

search strategies. The search interaction-performance model indicates 

that the breadth-first strategy tends to achieve better search performance 

than the depth-first strategy. Finally, since search interactions could 

affect search performance significantly, a real-time interactive search 

system has been proposed to guide users through different search trails 

and provide real-time feedback for search interactions in order to 

achieve better search performance. 
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CHAPTER I 

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

1.1 BACKGROUND 

 Along with the fast growth of the Web, search engines have become the predominant tool 

in reducing users’ information overload: it takes queries and provides users relevant search 

results in order to resolve information problems. Fundamentally, a search system has a two-fold 

mission: 1) to understand the users’ information need and 2) to retrieve relevant information to 

satisfy their information needs. 

 Over the past few decades, many attempts have been made to fulfill this mission. 

According to Baeza-Yates and Maarek (2011), web retrieval methods have experienced three 

major stages of development. The first stage is the document-centric stage that concentrated on 

the information need and document’s text representation and matching, followed by leveraging 

web structure and link analysis in both Web crawling and ranking, and recently the third stage 

has been utilizing user action data, either by conducting query log mining or offering novel 

interactive features to satisfy users’ needs.  

 Through those three stages of web search development, the existing framework has 

become relatively stable by utilizing keyword-based representation of information needs and 

documents, as well as matching and ranking algorithms. Once a user has an information 

problem, he/she would first translate the perceived information problem to carefully selecting 

keywords and submit them to the search system; the search system would try to understand the 

intent behind those keywords and provide the user with a ranked list of relevant results; the user 
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would then filter and make use of the search results or start a new search untill the information 

problem is resolved. Under this search framework, there are two fundamental assumptions: 

1. Users can well present their information needs using keywords, or convert their 

information problems into keywords.  

2. Search systems can “understand” the search intent behind the keywords to whatever 

extent, and provide relevant results to satisfy the users’ information needs. 

 However, the first assumption is untenable, as there are many scenarios when a user is 

unable to find the right keywords to well represent the information need. As Belkin argues, “an 

information need arises from a recognized anomaly in the user’s state of knowledge concerning 

some topic or situation” and “the user is unable to specify precisely what is needed to resolve 

that anomaly” (Belkin et al., 1982). Swanson also states, “an information need cannot be fully 

expressed as a search request that is independent of innumerable presuppositions of context - 

context that itself is impossible to describe fully, for it includes among other things the 

requester's own background of knowledge.” (Swanson, 1988). 

 As for the second assumption, contemporary artificial intelligence technology behind the 

search system is still far from an absolutely precise interpretation of the search queries into the 

real semantic search intent, especially when the intent behind these queries is ambiguous. As a 

result, the search system may not be able to provide precisely relevant search results to solve the 

information problem. 

 Although those two fundamental assumptions cannot be completely guaranteed in varied 

scenarios, multiple disciplines have been attempting from different perspectives under that 

search framework to reinforce search systems’ ability. For example, in a real search 

environment, the user may not be able to find right keywords at the beginning, but the search 
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process could be an evolving and learning one, in which the user could formulate a new 

information need and new concepts with new pieces of information that they encounter during 

the search process (Bates, 1989), and then search tactics and strategy can also help users convert 

their information problem into suitable keywords (Bates, 1979; Huang & Efthimiadis, 2009). 

Moreover, query log mining studies can provide useful query suggestions that can help users 

reformulate queries (Jansen et al., 2009), as well as improve search results ranking (Radlinski & 

Joachims, 2005). As for the search intents, although the search system cannot understand users’ 

intent completely, search query intent classification and search result diversification can provide 

sense on search intent to some extent and reduce the gap between users’ information problem 

and search results. (Zhai et al., 2003; Clarke et al., 2008; Agrawal et al., 2009; Rafiei et al., 2009; 

Santos et al., 2010; Angel et al., 2011). These researches have improved search system’s ability 

to some extent and make it easy to use in most daily search tasks.  

 And yet, there are still three limitations in existing search systems. The first limitation is 

the lack of effective search paths that can help navigate users through complex information 

problems, which require multiple search attempts and multi-dimension exploration. This 

limitation is mostly because search systems are organized by keywords not by problems. To 

resolve a complex information problem, users need to transfer the problem to a series of 

keywords and then filter through long lists of search results. The whole process can be tedious 

and time-consuming. If the search system can provide optimized search paths for complex search 

problems, it will provide significant improved end user experience and search efficiency. 

Moreover, the search system is lacking with implicit collaboration: even if previous users have 

solved an information problem with proven keywords and successful search paths, each time 
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when a new user tries to explore the same problem, the process will still have to be repeated all 

over again and the search paths to solve the problem is hard to be accumulated.  

 The second limitation is the heavy dependence on keywords and limited natural language 

question-answering capabilities, as deployed by most search systems despite the fact that it is 

more natural for users to ask questions instead of selecting and inputting keywords. As Etzioni 

calls on researchers to think outside the keyword box, a paradigm shift is necessary to move 

from a keyword-based search toward a question-based search, indeed, “the classic keyword 

search box exerts a powerful gravitational pull. Academics and industry researchers need to 

achieve the intellectual ‘escape velocity’ necessary to revolutionize search. They must invest 

much more in bold strategies that can achieve natural-language searching and answering, rather 

than providing the electronic equivalent of the index at the back of a reference book ” (Etzioni, 

2011). In order to achieve such a paradigm shift, a huge amount of information and facts need to 

be structured and well organized. One option is to use information extraction, which usually 

utilizes syntactic clues or language expression models to create statements of fact that can be 

used to further answer users’ fact-based questions. Information extraction can be applicable if 

information problem is relatively easy to resolve (i.e., fact-based question). However, for 

complex information problems that require multi-dimension information, information extraction 

method is hard to provide comprehensive and accurate answers.  

 The third limitation is the search systems’ lack of capability to evaluate users’ search 

performance, sense users’ emotional change, and provide corresponding real-time help when 

users cannot find information they want. For instance, it is important to recognize and predict 

searcher frustrations to adjust and help him/her to find relevant information, which will result in 

a good search experience (Feild et al., 2010). 
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 To solve those issues and further improve search efficiency and user experience, this 

dissertation adopts a revolutionary hybrid approach, combining system development, search 

query log analysis, controlled experiment and multivariate regression, to analyze users search 

strategies and search paths, and construct a search performance model that can evaluate and 

predict users’ search performance in exploratory search tasks. 

 This new exploratory search performance model makes a significant contribution by 

explaining which behavioral factors may affect users’ search performance in exploratory search 

tasks. It provides insightful implications on system evaluation and design (i.e., how well search 

system can support exploratory search and how search systems can utilize users’ search action 

data to improve search systems’ collaboration). In addition, the search path extracted by the 

model can be utilized to support natural language searching and question answering by providing 

the most relevant raw webpages containing answers to users’ questions. Furthermore, the 

model’s research results can also provide implications to recognize users’ potential emotional 

change and enhance user-system interaction during searching process.  
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1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The efficient analysis and appropriate response to the users’ search behavior in the search 

process is critical to improve information problem solving efficiency, search result relevancy, 

and improve the search experience.  

Previous studies on Web search behavior are mainly around: 

 1) Macro level search behavior analysis through search engine logs: Jansen et al. (1998, 

2000, 2005, 2006) studied query characteristics and search patterns by analyzing and comparing 

multiple search logs. Silverstein et al. (1999) examined individual queries, query duplication, 

query sessions and correlations between search items (query terms or a search field) by analyzing 

a large query log from AltaVista. Wolfram et al. (2001) examined search behavior changes by 

comparing two query logs from Excite search system. Spink et al. (2002a) examined users’ 

search intent change, compared the searching trends between US and Europe (2002b) and 

identify multitasking information behavior during search sessions (2006). Those search log 

studies contribute to the understanding of user search behavior from macro level, focusing on 

analysis of static, afterwards search logs, instead of real time interaction through search process. 

 2) Search behavior comparison in different search contexts: Holscher and Strube (2000) 

examined search experts’ search strategies and compared search behavior differences between 

web novice and expert using a set of economics-related search tasks. White and Morris (2007) 

classified users who use search operators as advanced search engine users and compared the 

querying and browsing behavior between advanced users and “novice” users. Aula et al. (2010) 

studied the search behavioral change when search tasks become difficult and found “when 

having difficulty in finding information, users start to formulate more diverse queries, they use 
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advanced operators more, and they spend a longer time on the search result page as compared to 

the successful tasks.” 

 3) User search behavior prediction through search behavior model: previous works have 

utilized ‘success’ or ‘frustration’ to represent users’ search performance in general search tasks 

(Hassan et al., 2010; Feild et al., 2010; Ageev et al., 2011). Hassan et al. (2010) studied user 

search behavior to predict user search goal success on session-level. In the study, human judger 

was instructed to interpret users’ real search intents and judge the search success by utilizing log 

session information, where the real search intents are not explicit. Feild et al. (2010) selected 

behavioral features from search query logs and physical sensors and constructed a model to 

predict search frustration. Ageev et al. (2011) constructed a search success model by integrating 

users’ search behavior characteristics, but the experiment mainly focused on fact-based search 

tasks, which usually have an explicit answer for the defined search questions. Moreover, 

“success” or “frustration” may not be applicable in open-ended and multifaceted complex 

information problem, as it is difficult to simply qualify judge search result success.  

However, there are few studies which delve into the search behavior patterns in 

exploratory search tasks as the main subject; fewer have identified effective solution to 

efficiently assist users to complete exploratory search tasks. 

An exploratory search is unique in its problem context, information searching process, 

search objective and users’ knowledge structure change, compared with other search tasks. 

White and Roth (2009) describe the exploratory search problem context as “open-ended, 

persistent, and multifaceted” and its searching process as “opportunistic, iterative and 

multitactical”. The objective of an exploratory search is always to solve complex problems (i.e., 

exploring a unknown topic) that can potentially change users’ knowledge structure on the 
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problems, and users’ exploratory search is a process of creating trails that associates thoughts 

and knowledge nodes (Vannevar Bush, 1996). 

As a result of the ever-increasing information load and the ever-expanding adoption of 

search engine to solve complex information problems, the popularity of exploratory search has 

grown rapidly, so has the research interests to examine users’ search patterns and strategies (i.e., 

query search strategies, query formulation and search result filtering) in exploratory search and 

further explore the relationship between users’ behavior and search performance in exploratory 

search tasks.  

One real example is discussed as below: 

 Mike1 is a software engineer working for a startup at Silicon Valley. His team is 

considering adopting Amazon AWS (Amazon Web Services, Amazon’s cloud computing 

platform to deliver IT services) to replace their current server architecture, and he needs to find 

the answers to a few questions before making the decision:  

1) How much will it cost each month if they only need a few servers, i.e., How much will 

it cost if they use Amazon S3? How much will it cost for EC2?  

2) How to backup the MySQL database frequently with minimum budget?  

3) What other companies are using AWS?  

4) How to initiate, setup and manage an Amazon server instance? And how to make 

scalable Amazon architecture? Which Amazon server image is stable and should be 

used? 

5) How long will the process take? Are there any experiences from other users shared 

online? 

                                                
1 The name is changed to protect privacy.  
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 Naturally, Mike starts with search engines, as no available AMS expert is around and he 

has been using search engines for a few years solving all kinds of information problems. It took 

him lots of time to convert those questions to different queries, to browse the search results and 

adjust queries for more relevant content. It took him days to finally find all the answers. 

 Around a week later, another person Kevin2, a CS graduate student and a complete 

stranger to Mike, also wants to study and explores the AWS with similar questions. And with 

existing search systems, Kevin will have to convert those questions to keywords by himself in 

order to explore the topics, and go through the entire try and adjust process all over from the very 

beginning to find the answers.   

 As the popularity of the Amazon AWS, more and more new users consider to adopt the 

AWS services and need to find answers to the same questions. Without appropriate assistance, 

although proven search trails have been previously identified by Mike and Kevin, those new 

users will all have to go through the same time-consuming, sometimes frustrating try-and-adjust 

process again by themselves. And many of them may fail to find the right answers if they are not 

that skillful with query selection, result evaluation and query adjusting as Kevin and Mike. Same 

difficulties apply to all the exploratory search where the user need to use search engine to solve a 

complex, open-ended information problem, which is exploratory search. 

 Therefore, to improve exploratory search, it is important to understand: 

1) under what scenario users may want to utilize search assistance in order to solve 

complex problems (e.g. search expert’s search action data may be utilized to help 

search newbies).  

2) how to turn users’ action data into knowledge or extract knowledge structure from 

                                                
2 The name is changed to protect privacy. 
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users’ search trails to support implicit search collaboration on exploratory search 

tasks.  

3) how different users behave differently to explore their information problems (i.e., 

their search strategies and search trails).  

4) what potential variables may affect their overall search performance (i.e., recall, 

precision, diversity) and how to improve the search performance. 

5) how systems can utilize users’ action data to improve exploratory search and to find 

the best search trail to explore a certain topic.  

 And in this dissertation, I focus on understanding users’ exploratory search behavior, 

predicting users’ search performance, and further turning users’ action data into knowledge that 

can enhance search system’s emotion and intelligence. The benefits and breakthroughs from this 

research include: 

1) analyzing users’ search behavior in exploratory search tasks to identify exploratory 

search tasks from other general search tasks.  

2) modeling users’ search behavior and predicting search performance. 

3) improving the utilization of users’ search action data to enhance implicit search 

collaboration (i.e., improving query reformulation). 

4) improving the knowledge structure in search systems to navigate search results.  

5) improving search systems’ support for exploratory search tasks and providing 

information to support exploratory search system design.  

6) providing a open-sourced search behavioral research platform on iPad.  

7) providing a comprehensive users’ search behavior experiment framework.  

8) improving the measurement on users’ search performance. 
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9) enhancing systems’ intelligence to understand users’ behavior and emotions (i.e., 

providing instant help when a user could not find relevant information and becomes 

frustrated). 

 All these benefits will contribute to a better exploratory search system being provided to 

search engine users nationwide. The practical applications of the research will provide models to 

turn our action data into knowledge, analyze search trails and search query log, evaluate and 

improve exploratory search system, help search systems understand and predict users’ search 

performance in exploratory search.  
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1.3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

To demonstrate that the research problems create a perplexity and that solution can be 

achieved through empirical experiments, it is necessary to establish the theoretical framework by 

defining the question in terms of the known and unknown (Richardson and Reyes, 1995, p. 238), 

and examine whether the unknown components can be ascertained through observation.  

For this dissertation focusing on exploratory search improvement, the known is that 

search systems are required to understand users’ search behavior and their performance, to 

further provide better user experience, better query suggestions and to help users to find the 

needed information more efficiently.  As for the unknown, it is around the search behavior 

models, which can be utilized to evaluate and predict users’ exploratory search performance, and 

the search behavior framework, which can be utilized to improve search system’s support for 

exploratory search by utilizing users’ action data, has not been established.  

In the following sections, the unknown will be addressed by formulating a hypothesis, 

which includes users’ search variables that can be utilized to predict users’ search performance in 

exploratory search. First, a set of potential variables will be identified from previous works to 

model user search behavior. These potential variables are from various levels, including user 

level, task level, system level, and search interaction level.  Based on the selected variables, 

multiple user search behavior models will be built along with the hypothesis, and then tested by 

user search experiment and multivariate regression analysis. I will test and assess how efficient 

each variable can be used to evaluate and predict users’ search performance and which model 

can be used to most precisely predict users’ search performance in exploratory search. This 

combined approach of user search experiments and multivariate regression analysis enables the 
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researcher to control the whole experiment environments (i.e., explicit search intents) for precise 

data collecting and effective result evaluation.  

   

Figure 1.1 The Model to Evaluate and Predict Search Performance 

This study is hence bounded by a definition of users’ search performance in exploratory 

search, as well as the evaluation on how different variables from the user level, task level, system 

level, and search interaction level can be used to predict users’ search performance in 

exploratory search. In the experiment parts, the investigator will determine observable behavioral 

features to measure users’ search performance and predictors. The search performance is a term 

to measure how well users can find relevant information for their search intents.  

Similar with search system evaluation, users’ search performance can be measured by 

recall, precision and f-measure. In the experiment, assuming all the search results that are found 

by all the participants for a given exploratory search task are relevant, the recall for each 

participant can then be defined as the fraction of all the relevant results found by all the 

participants. The precision can then be measured by computing the amount of the retrieved 

search results that are also found by at least one other participant. With precision and recall, f-

measure can then also be computed to measure users’ search performance. Also, users’ direct 

feedback and self-evaluation on how well they perform on each exploratory search task can 

User Level

Task Level

System Level

Search 
Interaction Level

Search Performance
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provide an alternative to measure the search performance from users’ perspective. The predictors 

and their measurements will be discussed more in the Chapter III.  

One primary advantage of this theoretical framework is the multi-level predictors’ 

structure, which covers most of the relevant factors related to users’ search performance in 

exploratory search, to generate more complete and reliable models for users search performance 

prediction than previous works. Furthermore, it allows the multi-dimension evaluation of search 

performance - users’ perceived search performance evaluation (subjective) and real search 

performance evaluation (objective). For the exactly same search process and result, the 

performance evaluation can be different if subjective user perception perspective versus if from 

objective quantitative analysis such as the precision, recall and f-measure. This multiple-

dimension design might reveal how different variables impact perceived search performance and 

real search performance, and hence provide more comprehensive evaluation and more precise 

prediction for search systems improvement. In addition, unlike the limited binary classification 

measurement most previous studies adopted (i.e., a user’s search is successful or not), the 

measurement of search performance in this research is much more specific by applying 

numerical value and a logistic multivariate regression model to evaluate and predict users’ search 

performance.  

Users’ real-time thoughts or opinions obtained through survey or think aloud protocols 

are not in the scope of this research, as the focus of the research is to identify implicit feedback 

derived from user search behavior, and user action and other quantitative user level variables are 

more precise and consistent for user behavior representation.  
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1.4 OBJECTIVES 

The ultimate goal of this study is to develop a search performance model to evaluate and 

predict user search performance in exploratory search. It is an original and innovative attempt to 

move search engine technology forward from text search to knowledge search, by investigating 

methods and models to understand and evaluate users’ exploratory search behavior and 

aggregate users’ action data into knowledge for exploratory search 

To accomplish these goals, the following objectives must be attained: 

1) Analyze users’ search behavior in exploratory search.  

2) Evaluate and predict users’ search performance in exploratory search.  

3) Identify search strategies and trails that can improve exploratory search.  

4) Improve the design of exploratory search system and the utilization of users’ action data.  

 

1.5 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

In order to achieve the objectives enumerated above, the structure of this study will be 

guided by following research questions: 

1) What are the differences between users’ search behavior in exploratory search tasks 

versus other search tasks? 

2) What behavioral factors may determine users’ search performance in exploratory 

search? 

3) What kind of users’ search strategies and search trails that can lead to a better search 

performance? 

4) How to improve the design of exploratory search system and the utilization of users’ 

action data, based on lessons learned from this research? 
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The first question can identify the behavioral characteristics of exploratory search and 

will be addressed by the user search experiment and basic query log analysis. The second 

question has been asked rarely, and can obtain evidence that support the search performance 

evaluation model construction. It will be addressed by a multivariate regression analysis based 

on the data collected in the user search experiment. The third question can further evaluate 

search strategies and search trails that can lead to better search performance, it can be further 

addressed by data mining on users’ query log and survey data, based on the results from the first 

and second question. The last question concerns the utilization of the search performance model 

in the design of collaborative search system and can be addressed by analyzing potential 

applications of the research findings in the first three questions.   
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1.6 HYPOTHESIS 

This study will test the multivariate hypothesis that users’ search performance (SP) in 

exploratory search is determined by the joint effects of the search expertise of the user (SEU), 

the difficulty of the search task (DST), the usability of the search system (USE), and the 

interaction between the user and the search system (IUS). The hypothesis statement can be 

expressed as below: 

!1: !" =  ! +  !1 ∗ !"# +  !2 ∗ !"# +  !3 ∗ !"# +  !4 ∗ !"#  

!0: !" ≠  ! +  !1 ∗ !"# +  !2 ∗ !"# +  !3 ∗ !"# +  !4 ∗ !"#  

!,!1,!2,!3 !"# !4 !"# !"#$% !"#"$%&%#', the search performance will be measured 

from multiple perspectives as mentioned in the section 1.3.  

SEU (the user’s search expertise) mainly refers to the users’ familiarity with search 

systems and users’ education level. The more familiar the user is with search systems, the user 

can conduct search tasks more efficiently and be capable to handle more complex information 

problem through search systems, which contribute to better search expertise from experience 

perspective.  And the higher education level, the more likely it becomes that the user has a wider 

and deeper accumulation of knowledge and thus better search expertise from knowledge and 

learning capability perspective, and  

 DST (the difficulty of the search task) refers to the complexity of the search task itself as 

perceived by the users. Theoretically, the more difficult the search task is, the more effort it 

requires and the more difficult the process it has to go through, to achieve a good search result 

efficiently, which results in the difficulties to achieve a good search performance.  
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 USE (the usability of the search system) refers to the ease of use and the ease of learn of 

search systems. A search system with better usability can help the user to find relevant 

information more efficiently, thus contributes to a better search performance.  

 IUS (the interaction between the user and the search system) refers to all the interactive 

behaviors and the time consumed during the process of solving an information problem using the 

search system.. IUS factors are the focus of the research, as identified factors can be applied to 

understand the user’s search intent, assess the user’s responsive emotions, and predict the search 

performance. The search system can then tailor recommended search trail and adjust search 

results for the user, based on historical IUS data from the solving process of similar information 

problems. More importantly, search systems can utilize these factors to recognize search 

expertise in exploratory search task, and extract good search trails to help other users to navigate 

through the search results in similar exploratory search. Therefore, eventually they will evolve to 

implicit collaborative search systems. 

 More detail about the hypotheses can be found in the Chapter III (p. 56).  
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CHAPTER II  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

The purpose of this chapter is to review and summarize the previous research in related 

areas including Web Search Behavior, Query Log Mining and Implicit Feedback.  

 The relevant literatures are compiled by searching 1) ACM digital library 2) ERIC 3) 

WILEY online library 4) JSTOR 5) LISA 6) Google Scholar, using keywords “search behavior”, 

“exploratory search”, “exploratory information retrieval”, “query log”, “query analysis”, “query 

log mining”, as well as footnote chasing. The main journals contributing to the selected 

literatures include IR Journals such as Journal of the American Society for Information Science 

and Technology, Information Processing & Management. Meanwhile, Conferences such as 

Association for Computing Machinery (ACM) Special Interest Group on Information Retrieval 

(SIGIR 2000 – 2015), the European Conference on Information Retrieval (ECIR), The ACM 

Special Interest Group on Computer–Human Interaction (SIGCHI), the Annual Meeting of the 

American Society for Information Science and Technology (ASIST), the World Wide Web 

(WWW) also contain a large set of valuable materials.   

2.1 WEB SEARCH BEHAVIOR 

 Research on Web search behavior focuses on users’ behavior pattern and their affective 

and cognitive change involved in the process of web searching and browsing. The aim of web 

search behavior study is to promote new understandings of search interaction to facilitate 

information searching and accessing. Based on the research scope and method, search behavior 

research can be categorized into 1) macro search behavior research, which examines search 

behavior by analyzing large-scale search query logs, and 2) micro search behavior research, 
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which investigates search behavior of a small group of searchers deeply using varied experiment 

methods. In this section, I first contrast search behavior research findings at the macro and micro 

levels, and further discuss methodological limitations associated with current research methods, 

as well as potential ways to overcome those limitations.  

2.1.1 Macro Search Behavior 

 To satisfy users’ information need effectively and efficiently and improve search engines’ 

performance, it is particularly important to understand users’ searching behavior. One commonly 

used research method is large-scale search query log analysis, which can examine users’ search 

behavior characteristics including query characteristics, query intents, query reformulation and 

click-through behavior at the macro level. 

 A comprehensive list of the search query log studies from 1997 through 2015 is complied 

as shown in the Table 2.1. The studies from 1997 to 2002 is based on the comparison of the nine 

search query log studies (Jansen & Spink, 2006), the whole list contains more recent search 

query log studies for different countries, platforms and devices. 

Table 2.1 Search query log studies from 1997 through 2015 

 

Web Search Query Log Studies 

 

Dataset Queries Date Region Source 

Excite-97 1,025,908 Sep 16, 1997 US Jansen et al., 2000; Spink et al., 

2001; Jansen & Spink, 2006 

Fireball-98 16,252,902 Jul 1–31, 1998 Europe Holscher & Strube, 2000; Jansen & 

Spink, 2006 

AltaVista-98 993,208,159
3 

Aug 2–Sept 13, 

1998 

US Silverstein et al., 1999 

                                                
3 The total number of unique, non-empty queries is 153,645,050 (Silverstein et al., 1999).  
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Excite-99 1,025,910 Dec 1, 1999 US Wolfram et al., 2001; Jansen & 

Spink, 2006 

BWIE-00 71,810 May 3–18, 2000 Europe Cacheda & Vina, 2001a, 2001b; 

Jansen & Spink, 2006 

FAST-

01/AllTheWeb-

01 

451,551 Feb 6, 2001 Europe Spink et al., 2002a; Jansen & Spink, 

2005; Jansen & Spink, 2006 

Excite-01 1,025,910 Apr 30, 2001 US Spink et al., 2002b; Jansen & Spink, 

2006 

AlltheWeb-02 957,303 May 28, 2002 Europe Jansen & Spink, 2005; Jansen & 

Spink, 2006 

AltaVista-02 1,073,388 Sep 8, 2001 US Jansen & Spink, 2006 

NAVER-03 40,746,173 Jan 5–11, 2003 Korea Park et al., 2005 

Tianwang-03 143,724 Nov 18, 2003 China Wang et al., 2004 

AOL-03 Hundreds of 

millions 

Dec 26, 2003–Jan 

1, 2004 

US Beitzel et al., 2004 

AltaVista-04 2,555,364 Jan 1–Feb 28, 

2004. 

Europe Efthimiadis, 2008 

TodoCL 730,000 

 

Not reported Chile Baeza-Yates & Castillo, 2001 

Sogou-06 45,745,985 Feb 1 to 28, 2006 China Yu et al., 2006 

AOL-06 21,011,340 Mar 1–May 31, 

2006 

US Pass et al., 2006 

Yahoo 26,468,452 Not reported US Wedig & Madani, 2006 

Google-

Computer-08 

499,999 2008 summer - Kamvar et al, 2009 

Bing-09 Not reported January 2009 US Tyler & Teevan, 2010  

Facebook-13 58.5M NEQ 

and 10.9M 

SQ  

Second half of 

2013 

- Spirin et al., 2014 
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PubMed 3 Million Not reported US Yoo & Mosa, 2015 

 

Mobile Search Query Log Studies 

 

Google-05 1 million 

 

Randomly 

sampled during 1 

month period in 

2005 

US Kamvar & Baluja, 2006 

Search-engines-

05 

420,000 The end of 2005 Europe Church et al., 2007 

Search-engines-

06 

6 million A 7-day period 

during 2006 

Europe Church et al., 2008 

Yahoo-06 1 million 2006 Japan Baeza-Yates et al., 2007 

Yahoo-US-07 20 million 10M Samples 

each from Aug 

and Sep, 2007 

US Yi et al., 2008 

Yahoo-

International-07 

20 million Sample from Aug 

and Sep, 2007 

Australia, 

Canada, 

India, New 

Zealand, 

and the 

UK 

Yi et al., 2008 

Google-07 1 million A 7-day period 

during 2006 

US Kamvar & Baluja, 2007 

Google-iphone-

08 

150,000 2008 summer - Kamvar et al., 2009 

Google-mobile-

08 

169,448 2008 summer - Kamvar et al., 2009 

 

(1) Query Characteristics and Patterns 
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 One commonly finding from query log studies is that the average query length is always 

short in different languages. As indicated in the table 2.2, the average query length is between 1 

and 3.5 for the Web search and between 2.1 and 2.7 for the mobile search. The short average 

query length represents a great challenge for system to understand users’ queries. 

 Besides, several studies found the distribution of the frequency of search terms/queries 

was highly skewed (Jansen et al., 2000; Efthimiadis, 2008), the frequency of search queries 

follow a power law (Lempel and Moran, 2003) and the frequency of search terms follows a 

Zipf’s law (Jansen et al., 2000). This frequency distribution means a few queries or terms 

account for large search traffic and a large percentage of the search queries or terms occur only a 

few times.  

Table 2.2 Average query length of different languages in previous studies.  

 

Web Search Query Log Studies 

 

Region Data Avg Query Length 

(words) 

Source 

 

 

US 

Excit-97 2.4  Jansen et al., 2000; Spink et al., 

2001 

Excit-99 2.4 Wolfram et al., 2001 

Excit-01 2.6 Spink et al., 2002 

AltaVista-98 2.35 Silverstein et al., 1999 

AltaVista-04 1.87 (2.12 for Greek) Efthimiadis, 2008 

AOL-06 3.5 Pass et al., 2006 

Google-Computer-08 2.93 Kamvar et al, 2009 

Europe Fireball-98 1.66 Jansen & Pooch, 2001 

BWIE-00 1.63 Cacheda & Vina, 2001a, 2001b 

FAST-01/AllTheWeb-

01 

2.4 Jansen & Spink, 2005 
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AlltheWeb-02 2.3 Jansen & Spink, 2005 

Chile TodoCL 2.43 

 

Baeza-Yates & Castillo, 2001 

China Tianwang-03 ~1 (87% has one word) Wang et al., 2004 

Sogou-06 1.85 Yu et al., 2006 

Korea NAVER-03 1.13 Park et al., 2005 

 

Mobile Search Query Log Studies 

 

US Google-05 2.3 Kamvar & Baluja, 2006 

US Google-07 2.7 Kamvar & Baluja, 2007 

- Google-iphone-08 2.93 Kamvar et al, 2009 

- Google-mobile-08 2.44 Kamvar et al, 2009 

Europe Search-engines-05 2.1 Church et al., 2007 

Japan Yahoo-06 2.29 Baeza-Yates, 2007 

US Yahoo-US-07 2.35 Yi et al., 2008 

International Yahoo-International-

07 

2.1 Yi et al., 2008 

Europe Search-engines-06 2.2 Church et al., 2008 

 

 (2) Viewed search result pages per query 

Most users view less than two search result pages, and view fewer on the mobile devices.  

Kamvar & Baluja (2006) found “Both PDA and XHTML page views per query are significantly 

less than previously published desktop statistics”.  

Table 2.3 Average viewed result pages per query in previous studies.  

 

Web Search Query Log Studies 

 

Region Data Avg Viewed result pages Source 

 Excit-97 1.7 Jansen et al., 2000; Spink et al., 
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US 2001 

Excit-99 1.6 Wolfram et al., 2001 

Excit-01 1.7 Spink et al., 2002a 

AltaVista-98 1.39 Silverstein et al., 1999 

Europe FAST-01/AllTheWeb-01 2.2 Spink et al., 2002a 

AlltheWeb-01 <2 Jansen & Spink, 2005 

AlltheWeb-02 <2 Jansen & Spink, 2005 

 

Mobile Search Query Log Studies 

 

US Google-05 <1.3 Kamvar & Baluja, 2006 

 

(3) Session length  

The concept “session” is used to identify a series of queries from a user that are used to 

resolve a single information need. Silverstein et al. (1999) defined a session as “a series of 

queries by a single user made within a small range of time”. Jansen et al. (2005) defined a 

session as “a series of interactions by the user toward addressing a single information need”.  

 

 There are several ways to identify the border of a session. Silverstein et al. (1999) used a 

cutoff of five minutes to identify a session, under the assumption that “queries for a single 

information need come clustered in time” and “there is a gap before the user return to the search 

engine”. This means a new query belongs to the previous session if the time gap between the 

new query and the last query in the previous session is less than 5 minutes, or the new query 

starts a new session. Due to its simplicity, this method has been widely used with different time 

thresholds usually ranged from five to thirty minutes. (Downey et al., 2007; He & Göker, 2000). 

However, since users may search for multiple information needs in a short time gap, this method 

can only provide a roughly estimation on the number of sessions.  
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 The table 2.4 shows the average session length (the average number of queries in a 

session) from previous studies. However, the results from previous studies may not be able to 

compare directly due to the inconsistency in the session measurement. 

Table 2.4 Average session length in previous studies.  

 

Web Search Query Log Studies 

 

Region Data Avg Session Length Source 

 

US 

Excit-97 1.6 Jansen et al., 2000 

Excit-01 2.3 Spink et al., 2002a 

AltaVista-98 2.02 Silverstein et al., 1999 

AOL-06 2.6 Pass et al., 2006 

- Google-Computer-

08 

1.94 Kamvar et al, 2009 

Europe FAST-

01/AllTheWeb-01 

2.9 Spink et al., 2002a 

BWIE-00 1.75 Cacheda & Vina, 2001a, 2001b; 

AlltheWeb-01 3.0 Jansen & Spink, 2005 

AlltheWeb-02 2.8 Jansen & Spink, 2005 

China Sogou-06 1.75 Yu et al., 2006 

Korea NAVER-03 1.8 Park et al., 2005 

 

Mobile Search Query Log Studies 

 

US Google-05 1.6 Kamvar & Baluja, 2006 

- Google-iphone-08 1.82 Kamvar et al., 2009 

- Google-mobile-08 1.70 Kamvar et al., 2009 

 

(4) Query Formulation and Reformulation 
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 A query is usually consisted of a few keywords and operators. Macro search query log 

can be used to analyze users’ query composition and the usage of operators. Wolfram et al. 

(2001) analyzed two Excite query logs from two different time periods.  They found that 

“Queries that include Boolean operators were in the minority and the percentage did not change 

between the two time periods.” Jansen & Spink (2006) examined the usage of search operators 

using nine Web search query data sets and the result showed that “the usage of query operators 

on the US-based Web search engines varied from 11% to 20%” and “the usage on the European-

based Web search engines varied from 2% to 10.”  

Meanwhile, another important aspect of query studies is query reformulation. Bates’ 

(1979) identified twenty-nine tactics under four tactic categories to facilitate query formulation 

and reformulation. The five categories are monitoring, file structure, search formulation, and 

term that could help user approaching relevant information. However, in the macro search 

behavior study, the mass amount data causes it difficult to measure under these categories and 

tactics. Jansen et al. (2000) designed a query classification schema to investigate query 

reformulation percentage for Excite transaction logs. The schema has three types of queries: 1) 

unique query, an initial query by a user 2) modified query, a subsequent query after the initial 

query in the session 3) identical query, the same as the initial query but viewing subsequent 

search result pages. The result found that 35% of all queries are unique query and 22% of all the 

queries are modified queries. 

Further, this schema is adopted to investigate query modification on mobile platform 

(Church et al., 2007, 2008). It is found that 17% of all the queries are initial queries and 23% of 

all the queries are modified queries (Church et al., 2007), and fewer query percentage was found 

in a subsequent study that only 12% of all the queries are initial queries and 14% of all the 
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queries are modified queries. (Church et al., 2008). The higher percentage of identical queries on 

the mobile platforms may be related to mobile screen size limitation, which may present fewer 

search results for each query and cause users request more search results.  

Kamvar and Baluja (2006) proposed another way to measure query refinement on mobile 

platform: a pair of consecutive queries is considered as refinements if one query in the pair 

contains the other or the edit distance between the two queries is less than half the length of the 

second query. They used this measurement to analyze Google’s XHTML and PDA search logs, 

which is collected in one-month period in 2005. On the XHTML search, 28.7% of all 

consecutive queries are refinements and 14% of consecutive queries are triggered by a spell 

check. On the PDA side, 33.6% of consecutive queries were manual refinements and 11.9% were 

triggered by a spelling suggestion. Further, Kamvar and Baluja (2007) repeat the study using a 

random sample with 1 million records from Google logs during a one-month period in 2007. The 

result showed an increase in the query refinement that “the second query was a refinement of the 

first 58.6 percentage of the time”. 

 In order to investigate more deeply on query reformulation, several classification 

schemas are proposed to measure how users reformulate queries. Park et al. (2005) analyzed the 

query log from Korean Web Search engine ‘NAVER’ and classified queries’ modifications into 

seven categories including “adding terms”, “deleting terms”, “adding and deleting terms”, 

“totally changed query” and so forth. The result indicated that users prefer to change their 

queries entirely rather than adding or deleting terms.  

Rieh and Xie (2006) also conducted a qualitative analysis of query reformulation using 

313 sessions from a Web search engine log. The researchers reported three facets of query 
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reformulation (content, format, and resource), with multiple subfacets of each of these given 

areas. 

 Huang & Efthimiadis (2009) studied users’ reformulation strategies using AOL query 

logs. They create a taxonomy of query refinement strategies that contains word reorder, 

whitespace and punctuation, remove words, add words, url stripping, stemming, form acronym, 

expand acronym, substring, superstring, abbreviation, word substitution, spelling correction and 

some undetected reformulations like semantic rephrasing, multi-reformulation and classifier rule 

limitations. The result showed that different reformulation strategies have distinct characteristics 

and the utility of different reformulation strategies is relied on the user’s behavior in response to 

the initial set of results. 

 Jansen et al. (2009) created another classification schema to study users’ query 

reformulation behavior. This new schema can be seen as the advanced version compared with 

the prior one (Jansen et al., 2000). This schema includes new (query), assistance, content change, 

generalization, reformulation and specialization. The new query is the first query in a session or 

a topic; the assistance query is generated by search systems’ assistance (i.e., Google’s Did you 

Mean?); the content change refers to the change of content collection (i.e., Web page, image, 

video); generalization means that users’ new query in the same search topic is more general than 

the previous one; Reformulation means that users’ current query contains the same number of 

terms with the previous one and both queries have at least one overlap term; Specialization 

means that users’ new query in the same search topic is more specific than the previous one. By 

utilizing this classification schema, they analyzed 964,780 Web searching sessions, composed of 

1,523,072 queries and found “Reformulation and Assistance account for approximately 45 % of 

all query reformulations”. Furthermore, they applied the n-gram approach to predict users’ next 
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query reformation and found that “the first and second-order models provide the best 

predictability.” 

 It can be seen from the research above that the approach of large-scale search query logs 

analysis can be used to study varied aspects of users’ macro search behavior, help optimizing 

search systems, and provide insight into the overall distribution of web resources that solve 

users’ information problems. It has the advantages of low-cost acquisition of an abundant of 

query log data. However, such an approach has its weaknesses: query logs do not record search 

context information as search intents and explicit relevance feedback, and thus it can be 

inaccurate to interpret data. Meanwhile, query log data is usually noisy, for instance, it may be 

not reliable to identify a user using an IP address or a cookie in transaction logs because more 

than one person may use a computer or a browser. Moreover, the privacy issue behind query log 

analysis is a big concern. Due to these weaknesses, it is advocated that search query log analysis 

should be used in conjunction with other experimental methods to avoid these limitations.  

 

2.1.2 Micro Search Behavior 

 Compared with macro search behavior research with millions of users, micro search 

behavior studies are small-scale studies with samples ranged from tens to thousands of users. 

Grimes et al. (2007) demonstrate three different models of collecting search behavior data: the 

field study, the instrumented user panel, and the raw query log. Field study is defined as “small-

scale studies, typically with on the order of tens of participants, conducted in a one-on-one basis 

between a researcher and a participant;” Instrumented user panel has less control over 

experimental environment and can thus have hundreds or thousands of users, but each of them is 

required to sign into a web-based application or install something on their machine to collect 
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search behavioral data. Since both field study and instrumented user panel methods concentrate 

on small-scale search behavior research, they are categorized together under micro search 

behavior.  

 One objective of micro search behavior research is to investigate the relationship between 

search interaction factors under varied search contexts. These factors mainly come from user, 

search tasks, search system and search interaction. The research results can be used to support 

macro search behavior research, and more importantly, to support query log mining, user 

understanding and modeling, and search system evaluation and improvement. Based on the 

research topics, relevant literatures are organized into three categories: (1) user understanding, 

(2) search tasks and information, (3) search system evaluation and improvement.  

 

(1) User understanding 

 One objective of micro search behavior research is to understand users in terms of 

explaining their behavior and predicting their opinions, preference and performance. Tombros et 

al. (2003) design a user search study with twenty-four searchers to investigate the criteria used 

by online searchers when assessing the relevance of web pages. Teevan et al. (2007) investigate 

repeat search behavior through the analysis of a one-year search query log from 114 anonymous 

users and a controlled survey of an additional 119 volunteers. The results show that around 40% 

of all queries are re-finding queries and repeat search detection is necessary to improve search 

interaction. Liu et al. (2010) explore the distribution of dwell times on a Web page and attempt 

to understand web-browsing behaviors through Weibull analysis of dwell time. Guo et al. (2011) 

investigate the reasons for search engine switching behavior, which may be caused by 

dissatisfaction, user preference or unintentional switching. Moreover, they develop models to 
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analyze the relationship between implicit behavioral signals and the switching causes and predict 

switching behavior.  

 Studies have also been attempting to investigate how users’ characteristic variation may 

affect search behavior. White and Morris (2007) study the querying and browsing behavior of 

advanced search engine users. They assume searchers who use advanced query syntax have more 

search expertise than those who do not, and thus they can be defined as advance searchers, and 

the results show that advanced searchers have marked differences in querying and browsing 

behavior and search success. White et al. (2008) investigate search behavior difference between 

medical domain experts and non-experts in order to explore the relationship between domain 

expertise and search behavior, Their initial finding shows that experts have differences in sites 

visited, query vocabulary, and search behavior. Karimi et al. (2011) examine the relationship 

between topic familiarity and search behavior and find “topic familiarity can influence the 

number of queries that are employed to complete a task, the types of queries that are entered, and 

the overall number of query terms. Cole et al. (2011) study the effect of domain knowledge on 

document selection in search results pages and find that searchers with different levels of domain 

knowledge usually select documents differently. In addition, there is a growing interest in 

children’s search behavior (Borgman et al., 1995; Dania, 2002; Torres et al., 2010; Dania and 

Rebekah, 2011; Yvonne and Maja, 2012).  

 Meanwhile, user understanding is always associated with system features evaluation in 

order to investigate users’ opinions on those features and how those features affect users’ search 

behavior. Muramatsu & Pratt (2001) investigate users’ knowledge of and reactions to the query 

transformations that web search engines automatically employ, and find that it is difficult for 

users to understand automatic query transformations without additional assistance, and search 
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interfaces that allow direct control of query transformations might be more helpful for users. 

White et al. (2002) demonstrate an evaluation of techniques that attempt to encourage web 

searchers to interact more with search results and provide more implicit evidence. Their 

evaluation results show that the designed techniques are effective and efficient for information 

seeking. McDonald and Tait (2003) conduct two studies on users’ ability to formulate visual 

queries with a content-based image retrieval system and find users’ ability was affected by 

search task type. Anick (2003) examines the effect of terminological feedback on web search 

success by conducting a comparative study of two groups of users, the results show that a subset 

of users with terminological feedback support can make effective use of it on a continuing basis.  

 Another interesting topic is to improve and predict users’ search performance or 

satisfaction. Al-Maskari et al. (2007) design a user study to investigate the relationship between 

user satisfaction and IR effectiveness, which is measured using precision and the suite of 

Cumulative Gain measures (CG, DCG, NDCG). Huffman and Hochster (2007) identify a strong 

relationship between query relevance metric and session satisfaction. Smith and Kantor (2008) 

explore the relationship between system performance and search behavior. They control the 

system performance and compare users’ search behavior between poor systems and standard 

systems. The results show that searchers using degraded system can adapt to the system and 

perform as well as those using the standard system. 

 Arapakis et al. (2010) investigate personalized affective models by using facial 

expression data to enhance affective-level relevance feedback and predict topical relevance. 

Moraveji et al. (2011) attempt to improve user search performance by educating users using 

optimal search tips, and they find that the participants can have better search efficiency 

compared to the control group without search education. Liu et al. (2011) attempt to predict the 
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satisfaction of web searchers with Community-based Question Answering (CQA) answers. The 

factors they consider to predict satisfaction have the effects of query clarity, query-to-question 

match, and answer quality. The results show that their approaches can potentially improve 

searchers’ satisfaction by exploiting community question answering services.  

 

(2) Search tasks and information 

 Search task is an important factor that affects search behavior since users usually adopt 

different search strategies for varied search tasks. The research on search task mainly centers on 

users’ search behavior under different types of search task.  

 One search task type that scholars have growing interests is exploratory search. 

Marchionini (2006) defines exploratory search as the “learn” and “investigate” activities that 

require multiple iterations, cognitive processing, interpretation, knowledge acquisition and 

discovery. White & Roth (2009, pg. 6) explain exploratory search from information-seeking 

problem context and the information-seeking processes aspects. They suggest, “Exploratory 

search can be used to describe an information-seeking problem context that is open-ended, 

persistent, and multi-faceted; and to describe information-seeking processes that are 

opportunistic, iterative, and multi-tactical”. To investigate exploratory search in real scenario, 

Pertti (2000) study the relationships between experience contribution, relevance assessments and 

type of information in the process of writing a research proposal. They find that “different types 

of information are sought at different stages of the writing process and thus the contribution of 

the information also differs at the different stages.” Cartright et al. (2011) investigate users’ 

exploratory health search behavior. By analyzing large-scale search logs, they propose two types 

of exploratory health search behavior: evidence-based and hypothesis-directed information 
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seeking, and implement a classifier to identify different search intents behind health-related 

queries. Their research results can help us better understand health-related exploratory search 

behavior and further improve health search support.  

 Besides, there are many researches on different types of search tasks. Wu et al. (2001) 

find the variation in the presentation of a list of documents affected searcher performance in the 

question-answering task significantly and suggest that search systems should pay more attention 

to the task type to improve searchers’ task performance. Freund et al. (2005) examine the 

relationship between search task and document genre because the nature of the search task has an 

impact on document relevance and usefulness. They find some specific relationships between 

genres and tasks and four dimensions of variability underlying these relationships. Liu and 

Belkin (2010) investigate the role of task stage and task type in predicting document usefulness 

by incorporating the time that users spend on retrieved documents. Kotov et al. (2011) examine 

users’ search behavior for cross-session search tasks. They develop models to classify complex 

long-term search tasks and predict whether a user will return to this task in the future. 

 Meanwhile, as the fast growth of social networks and users’ increasing demand for 

people information, people search and expert search is gaining more and more attentions. Artiles 

et al. (2009) present an overview of the web people search clustering tasks, which is a part of 

WePS (Web People Search) evaluation campaign. Macdonald and White (2009) assess the 

effectiveness of click-through log data for expert finding. Weerkamp et al. (2011) studied people 

search behavior by analyzing search engine logs geared towards finding people. Based on the 

analysis, they propose a classification scheme for people search from three levels: queries, 

sessions and users, and further, they explore automatic classification of people-finding queries. 

The study of people search is still in its early stage, but it can be seen that more research will be 
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conducted to improve people search in the next five years. In addition, there are studies focusing 

on other vertical search domains, i.e., eCommerce (product) search (Singh, et al., 2011).  

 Wildemuth and Freund (2012) analyzed exploratory search tasks from past studies and 

identified a set of task characteristics associated with exploratory search tasks including open-

ended tasks, ill-defined or ill-structured problems, dynamic and evolve over time, complex and 

multi-faceted. 

(3) Search System Evaluation and Improvement 

 A large collection of micro search behavior studies is about search system evaluation and 

improvement. The studies with system evaluation purposes are usually associated with new 

features studies or features’ comparison. For example, in order to provide better search results’ 

surrogate, several studies have examined different factors like sentence selection mechanism 

(White et al., 2003; Goldstein et al., 1999), summary length (Cutrell et al., 2007; Kaisser et al., 

2008), and sentence layout and style (Aula, 2004; Rose et al., 2007; Kanungo and Orr, 2009; 

Clarke et al., 2007). Some noteworthy findings from Clarke et al. (2007) suggest “relatively 

simple caption features such as the presence of all terms query terms, the readability of the 

snippet, and the length of the URL shown in the caption, can significantly influence users' Web 

search behavior.” 

 In the interface level, Dumais et al. (2001) developed and evaluated seven different 

interfaces for structuring search results using category information with total seventy six 

participants and thirty search tasks, in order to have “a better understanding of the perceptual and 

cognitive factors underlying the advantage of some category organizations, compared with linear 

lists for presenting search results”. The measure methods include subjective questionnaire and 

search time, accuracy, and interaction with the interface. The result indicates that “In all cases, 
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Category interfaces were faster than List interface”. Dumais et al. (2003) demonstrate the design 

and evaluation of a system, called Stuff I’ve Seen (SIS), that facilities information re-use. The 

system has more than 230 users and the initial user study findings show that time and people are 

important retrieval cues, and users can find information more easily.  

Kaki (2005a, 2005b) designs and evaluates the categorizing web search user interface 

‘Findex’ with 16 users for two months period.  The results show that “categories are successfully 

used as part of users’ search habits” and “they are helpful when the result ranking of the search 

engine fails”. Meanwhile, she also attempts to optimize the number of search result categories. 

The results show that “although reading longer category lists requires more time, the users 

benefited from the conditions were small”. 

Kules and Shneiderman (2008) conduct a study on how searchers adapt their search 

tactics using categorized overviews. In the experiment settings, the top 100 pages of a search 

engine's results were classified automatically into thematic, geographic, and government 

categories. The study recruits total twenty-four sophisticated users and all participants conducted 

four exploratory searches using categorized overviews of web search results. Results show that 

“subjects explored deeper while feeling more organized, and that the categorized overview 

helped subjects better assess their results”. This result supports the judgment that “categorized 

overviews of web search results are a promising way to support user exploration, understanding, 

and discovery”. 

Golovchinsky et al. (2012) designed an exploratory search system interface with search 

history visualization and ambient displays to support multiple sessions, open-ended exploratory 

search tasks. The system introduced novel interactive components for visualizing session state 
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and proposed the use of ambient and persuasive displays to provide feedback in information 

seeking tasks.  

Glowacka et al. (2013) designed an exploratory search system that combined 

reinforcement learning techniques along with a novel user interface design to allow active 

engagement of users in directing the search to solve their exploratory search problems, a task-

based user study with twenty participants indicates that the new system could significantly 

improve the search effectiveness. 

Qvarfordt et al. (2013) designed a query preview control that visualizes the distribution of 

newly-retrieved and re-retrieved documents prior to running the query and found that searchers 

spent more time formulating a query and were more likely to explore search results more deeply, 

retrieved a more diverse set of documents, and found more different relevant documents when 

using the preview. 

Andolina et al. (2015) designed the IntentStreams system that provides interactive query 

refinement mechanisms and parallel visualization of search trails for exploratory search. The 

system visualizes each search trails via an intent model allowing rapid user feedback, and 

supports easy switch between parallel search trails. A small study with twelve participants 

showed that IntentStreams could better support for intent branching behavior compared to a 

conventional search system. 

Klouche et al. (2015) designed a touch-based search user interface called exploration wall, 

which allows incremental exploration and sense-making of large information spaces by 

combining entity search, flexible use of result entities as query parameters, and spatial 

configuration of search streams that are visualized for search interaction. The study indicated that 
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exploration wall could achieve significantly improved recall for exploratory search tasks while 

preserving precision. 

Nanni (2015) designed the search system “Desire”, a dynamic approach for search results 

recommendation that is able to recommend unseen relevant results while the user browses the 

retrieved search space. Evaluation results indicated an overall improvement of 88% for the 

ranking quality when compared to Google. 

Qu (2016) developed a new search system that combined data models, dynamic 

extraction, and presentation of semantic information to preserve contexts during exploratory 

browsing, and further proposed using integrated interactive environments to address exploratory 

search, curation, and ideation. 

One important part of work is facet classification and faceted navigation in search and 

navigation. In Flamenco project, which is “to support flexible navigation, seamless integration of 

browsing with directed (keyword) search, fluid alternation between refining and expanding, 

avoidance of empty results sets, and at all times allowing the user to retain a feeling of control 

and understanding”, Hearst (2006) studies the importance of facet navigation and presents 

interface design recommendations for faceted navigation systems based on her thirteen years of 

experience in experimenting with and evaluating such design.  

 Another noteworthy area is to improve search interaction, especially query formulation 

and performance, for example, Kelly et al. (2009) conduct a search behavior study with fifty-five 

subjects and twenty topics to compare query and term suggestion features for interactive 

searching. Meanwhile, there are growing interests in exploring long queries (Kumaran et al., 

2009; Balasubramanian et al., 2010), rare queries (Jain et al., 2011), ambiguous queries 
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(Sanderson et al., 2008) and query performance (Cronen-Townsend, et al., 2002; Zhou & Croft, 

2007; Shtok, et al., 2010). 

 In addition, one trend in search system evaluation is to use crowdsourcing approaches, 

which can save experimental cost and collect more data by distributing evaluation tasks to a 

group of people. For example, Ma et al. (2009) use human computation games to collect users’ 

opinions to improve search. Blanco et al. (2011) explore the adoption of crowdsourcing to 

achieve repeatable and reliable search system evaluation.  

 

2.2 SEARCH BEHAVIOR AS IMPLICIT FEEDBACK 

 This section first review the development of implicit feedback technique, and then 

focuses on the application of implicit feedback techniques in improving web search systems: 1) 

search ranking improvement and 2) search query reformation.  

 

2.2.1 Implicit Feedback Research 

 Implicit feedback techniques attempt to capture users’ interests or opinions by watching 

and analyzing behavioral characteristics and patterns (i.e., reading time). Prior to its application 

on web search, it has been adopted as an important way to collect users’ affective or cognitive 

feedbacks. For example, the history of author and reader interactions with digital documents 

could be utilized to depict documents changing status and readers’ interests (Hill, etc., 1992), and 

users’ online reading behavior can be used to build user profile and provide news filtering and 

recommendation (Morita & Shinoda, 1994). 

 Compared with explicit feedback techniques that require searchers to submit rating or 

answer questions about their interests and opinion, implicit feedback techniques do not cause any 
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extra burden for users during their interaction with systems and can be scalable since implicit 

feedback data is relatively easy to collect. Implicit feedback techniques have been used 

extensively in search ranking, user modeling, personalization, recommendation, collaboration, 

information quality, system evaluation and improvement.  

 

2.2.2 Search Ranking Improvement and Documents Understanding 

 Search ranking is a core component in search systems to measure information relevance 

and quality. In the web environment, search ranking is usually determined by a combination of 

information content and web linkage structure factors. However, as the demand to personalize 

search ranking grows, researchers have been exploring the value of search interaction data to 

improve search ranking. One direction is to optimize search-ranking function by incorporating 

clickthrough data because it records users’ interaction with search interface, and to some extent 

contains users’ interest or preference on search results.  

 Boyan et al. (1996) first introduced implicit relevance feedback to optimize search 

ranking automatically and found out the ranking function after automatic optimization is an 

improvement. Cohen et al. (1999) further discuss the use of clickthrough data as relevance 

feedback, but they derive the data for their experiments from explicit judgments.  

 Kemp et al. (2002) use document transformation to design a web search engine that can 

learn from the successful searches recorded in search logs. They assume clicked documents are 

relevant to the query and append the query to those clicked documents. The experiment shows 

that document transformation improves retrieval performance. Joachims (2002) adopts a support 

vector machine approach to design an optimized search ranking function based on users' click 
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through behavior and the controlled experiment result showed the method can effectively 

improve retrieval quality and outperformed Google in the terms of retrieval quality.  

 

 All the early research notice the value of clickthrough data in improving search ranking 

and adopt different approaches to optimize search ranking by postulating that documents clicked 

on in search results are highly likely to be relevant. However, implicit clickthrough data may be 

biased and the absolute implicit feedback may make the ranking inaccurate (Fox et al., 2005; 

Joachims et al., 2005). Different methods have been examined to replace absolute implicit 

feedback measurement. Joachims et al. (2005) suggest a relative preference that any document 

ranked above d but not clicked on is likely less relevant than d. Radlinski & Joachims (2005) 

further use query chains and a modified ranking SVM to learn an improved ranking functions 

from preference data. In addition, some studies attempt to explore the robustness of implicit 

feedback in realistic environments (Agichtein et al., 2006).  

 Click-through data can be used not only to improve search ranking, but also to generate 

description (meta-data) for web pages or improve search result presentation. Xue et al. (2004) 

propose a novel iterative reinforced algorithm, which utilize users’ click-through data to improve 

search interface, they argued that more accurate content or metadata for web pages can help to 

improve the relevance measurement and search performance. 

 Sun et al. (2005) adopt an adapted latent semantic analysis method to extract the 

knowledge from the clickthrough data of a Web search engine and apply the extracted 

knowledge to improve web page summarization. Wang et al. (2007) propose a new approach to 

organize search results into clusters and generate more meaningful cluster labels by using search 

query log.  
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 Jin et al. (2013) propose a new search results ranking feedback framework that search 

results in the first page are ranked using a diverse, exploratory method to increase the probability 

of matching users’ search intents, and a personalized re-ranking of the next pages are shown 

based on the user’s feedback or actions from the first page. TREC evaluations demonstrate that 

the optimal rank strategy could maximize the overall user’s satisfaction over time. 

 

2.2.3 Search Query Reformulation 

 One common challenge for search user interaction is the difficulty of finding suitable 

queries to express information need. Users usually issue a general query, then look at a few 

results, if no relevant information is found, they change the query in an attempt to improve the 

search results. To relieve users’ pain in query formulation, three main search query reformulation 

techniques have been studied in previous research: query expansion, query refinement and query 

suggestion.  

 Query expansion has been studied for many years to improve retrieval performance. 

Researchers have used thesauri (e.g., dictionary, wordnet) as a concept source for query 

expansion, or adopted explicit relevance feedback (Salton et al., 1997), or pseudo relevance 

feedback to adjust words’ weight (Hoashi et al., 2001). However, these methods are static and 

can’t adapt to the fast-changing Web environment and accurately interpret users’ search intent, 

and the cost to collect explicit relevance judgments is high. Therefore, researchers start exploring 

the value of query log data in query expansion.  

 Cui et al. (2003) propose a new query expansion method based on search query log. They 

select high-quality expansion terms for a query by analyzing correlations between query terms 
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and document terms. The experimental results show that the log-based query expansion method 

is better than other query expansion methods.  

 Fonseca et al. (2005) propose a concept-based query expansion technique based on query 

session data. They use association rules to mine query relations and group strong connected 

queries as concepts. For example, a query “jaguar” may be associated with concepts “renault, 

ferrari, sauber”, “cars”, “atari”, “lion, tiger”. When a user searches the query “jaguar”, different 

concepts will be shown and the user need to pick the concept he is interested in. The experiment 

shows the approach can raise average precision around 32%.  

 Compared with query expansion, query refinement pays more attention on query spelling 

error correction, word splitting, word merging, phrase segmentation, word stemming, and 

acronym expansion. Search query log data has also shown its significance in improving query 

refinement. Jones et al. (2006) employ a query substitution method that replace the current query 

with a new query that extracted from search log data, and the results show that the technique 

significantly increase coverage and effectiveness in the setting of sponsored search. Guo et al. 

(2008) propose a Conditional Random Field (CRF) model for query refinement and the 

experiment results show a significant improvement.  

 Search query suggestion is to find relevant queries for a search query. Traditional 

approaches involve extracting co-occurring keywords from highly ranked search results, but such 

approaches must deal with concepts extraction difficulties and interference from irrelevant 

search results. Huang et al. (2003) propose a new query log based approach to resolve these 

difficulties. The new approach assumes that search queries in a session are relevant, and thus the 

frequently co-occurring query pairs that mined from search session data can be used as query 

suggestions. The experiment tests the new approach with two million query transactions, and the 
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result shows the new approach can make more effective query suggestions. Further, Cao et al. 

(2008) argue that query suggestions should take query contexts into account since queries may 

have different meanings in different contexts. They propose a context-aware query suggestion 

approach, which analyzes search session data to build concept sequence suffix tree and capture 

users’ search context for query suggestion. The experimental results based on a large-scale 

search log show that the context-aware approach outperforms two baseline methods in both 

coverage and quality of suggestions.  

 

2.3 Search Behavior Understanding and Modeling 

 This section reviews previous research on the search behavior understanding and 

modeling, and attempts to identify search behavioral factors that are likely associated with users’ 

intents, interest, opinions and performance. Specifically, this section deals with 1) user modeling 

and personalization and 2) search behavior modeling.  

 

2.3.1 User Modeling and Personalization 

 User modeling is to understanding users’ preferences based on users’ current context and 

past searching or browsing history. It can be used to support personalization or recommendation. 

Pitkow et al. (2002) propose two different computational techniques for search personalization: 

contextualization and individualization. Contextualization means “the interrelated conditions that 

occur within an activity”, while individualization means “the totality of characteristics that 

distinguishes an individual”. An accurate interpretation and prediction of users’ preferences must 

consider both contextualization and individualization. 
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 Individualization focuses on users’ preference or characteristics based on a long-term 

search history (e.g., user’s goals, prior and tacit knowledge and past search behavior). Pretschner 

et al. (1999) propose a search query log based approach to represent users’ profile as a concept 

hierarchy of 4,400 nodes, and incorporate users’ profiles and interests into search process to 

improve search results. Liu et al. (2002) propose a novel technique by combining both 

individualization and contextualization. They first map a user’s search query into a set of 

categories, which can be used to represent the user’s search intention and can serve as a context 

for search intents; meanwhile, a user profile and a general profile are learned from the user’s 

search history and a category hierarchy respectively. Their approach combines these two profiles 

to predict users’ preference and intents. The experimental results show that the approach is both 

effective and efficient to personalize web search.  

 Speretta et al. (2005) build user profiles by classifying search queries and result snippets 

into concepts in a reference concept hierarchy, and these user profiles then can be used re-rank 

search results. They found the personalized re-ranking can have 34% improvement in the rank 

order of the user-selected results. Teevan et al. (2005) propose search algorithms that consider a 

user’s prior interactions, such as previously issued queries and visited web pages, to personalize 

search. Their research focuses on how to find best representations of the user and the corpus for 

search personalization and the results indicate their personalization algorithms can significantly 

improve current Web search.  

 Tan et al. (2006) propose statistical language modeling based methods to acquire 

contextual information from long-term search history. They attempt to find out search context 

information to improve retrieval performance by exploiting users’ past query and clickthrough 

data. Their experimental result shows that their algorithms are effective in improving search 
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accuracy for both fresh and recurring queries. Qiu et al. (2006) explore how a user’s preference 

can be automatically learnt based on his/her past click history and further how to use the 

preference to personalize search results, their experiments indicate personalized search based on 

user preference can improve ranking mechanisum significantly. 

 

 Contextualization focuses on users’ current search context and attempts to use search or 

clickthrough data in the same session to approximate users’ context.  Shen et al. (2005) study 

how to infer a user’s interest from the user’s search context and use the inferred implicit user 

model for personalized search. They developed an intelligent client-side web search agent 

“UCAIR” to capture implicit feedback and perform immediate query expansion based on 

previous queries and result reranking based on clickthrough information. The experimental 

results show that the search agent can improve search accuracy over the popular Google search 

engine. 

 Dou et al. (2007) present a large-scale evaluation framework to study the effectiveness of 

different personalization strategies in different contexts. They mainly evaluate five 

personalization search strategies using 12-day MSN query logs. They find that the effectiveness 

of personalization strategies depends on queries and search situations, and both long-term and 

short-term contexts are important in improving search performance for profile-based 

personalized search strategies.  

 Cao et al. (2009) propose a general context-aware approach to improve search 

personalization. They capture context information mainly by learning a variable length Hidden 

Markov Model (vlHMM) from search sessions. Their experimental results based on a large-scale 

query log data indicate that their approach is very effective and efficient. White et al. (2009) 
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evaluate five variant sources of contextual information to predict users’ interest. The five sources 

are social, historic, task, collection, and user interaction. Their findings demonstrate that “the 

sources perform differently depending on the duration of the time window used for future 

prediction, and that context overlap outperforms any isolated source”.  

 

2.3.2 Search Behavior Modeling 

 Search behavior modeling is a method to understand and predict users’ search behavior. 

Compared with user modeling and personalization, search behavior modeling focuses more on 

how users search or browse instead of what users search or browse. In other words, search 

behavior modeling is centered on search behavioral features that may implicitly contain users’ 

opinions. It can be used to analyze different behavior patterns in different search contexts, 

evaluate search system performance and predict users’ search performance.  

 Fox et al. (2005) design a user study to analyze the relationship between implicit 

behavioral measurements and user satisfaction. They collected around thirty implicit 

measurements from two levels: 1) search result level and 2) session level. For example, search 

result level measurements include scroll behavior measurements, click through behavior 

measurements, exit type and favorites measurements. Session level measurements include query 

count, results navigation measurements, and average time and scroll measurements. The 

experimental results indicate clickthrough, time, and exit type are the best predictor of 

satisfaction, and more importantly, multiple behavioral measurements combined can achieve 

better satisfaction predication than click-through measurement alone.  

 Agichtein et al. (2006) construct a search behavior model to interpret users’ clickthrough 

behavior and predict web search result preferences. They organize search behavioral features 
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into the groups: query-text, clickthrough, and browsing. The query-text features is to characterize 

the nature of the query and its relation to the snippet text, the clickthrough features is to measure 

users’ click behavior and the browsing features try to capture users’ post-search interaction with 

pages beyond the results page. The experimental results show that prediction accuracy can be 

significantly improved by considering the complete search experience after the initial query and 

click.  

 Downey et al. (2007) introduce an expressive language to describe search activities 

including the properties of users, queries, and search sessions, the features they consider in 

search behavior modeling are from six categories: user features, session features, query features, 

result click features, non-search action features, temporal/transition features. Their experimental 

results show different attributes of users, queries, sessions, and temporal delay influence 

predictive performance.  

 Bilenko et al. (2008) propose an approach to identify relevant information sources based 

on users’ searching and browsing history. They assume that users’ post-search browsing activity 

can be used to measure the relevance of visited pages. Their experiment shows that complete 

post-search browsing trails can improve authoritative websites recommendation and ranking for 

search queries.  

 Besides, many research have explored search sequential models to understand and predict 

users’ search behavior. Fox et al. (2005) describe search sessions with a vocabulary of five 

letters to represent session starts (S), submit a query (q), result list returned (L), click a result (r) 

and exit on result (Z). They use this representation to analyze sequential patterns of users’ search 

behavior and explore the correlation between sequential patterns and user satisfaction.  
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 White et al. (2007) investigate search behavioral variability by describing user behavior 

with three letters: search (S), browse (B) and Back (b). They find that there are dramatic 

differences in variability in key aspects of the interaction within and between users, and they 

suggest two classes of extreme user –navigators and explorers –whose search interaction is 

highly consistent or highly variable. However, the limitation of sequential model is obvious that 

it may not be able to capture all users’ search interaction and it is hard to incorporate behavioral 

features like dwell time. Furthermore, they investigate the querying and browsing behavior of 

advanced search engine users. They assume that searchers who use advanced query syntax 

demonstrate a degree of search expertise, and they analyze the search behavior of these advanced 

searchers. The results show that advanced searchers spend less time querying and traversing 

search trails, exhibit less deviation in their trails; they are more likely to explore, take less time to 

click on results (White & Morris, 2007).  

 White et al. (2009) present a model with five variant sources of contextual information to 

predict user interests. The contextual information sources are social, historic, task, collection, 

and user interaction. In the behavioral measurements, they explore more on post-query 

navigation and general browsing behaviors. Their findings show that the five sources perform 

differently depending on the duration of the time window used for prediction. In addition, they 

also find contextual sources combined outperforms any isolated source in user interests 

prediction.  

 White et al. (2009) also study search engine switch behavior using features of the active 

query, the current session, and user search history. Their findings show the relationship between 

switching behavior and dissatisfaction, the desire for broader topic coverage or verification of 
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encountered information, and user preferences, and the predictive models can accurately predict 

switching events.  

 Piwowarski et al. (2009) find different user activities can be matched to a hierarchical 

structure: a search task includes one or more searches and each search include one or more 

pages. Based on this finding, they proposed a layered Bayesian Network model to predict page 

relevance. The results show that the features extracted from the Bayesian Network can improve 

the prediction of page relevance.  

 Hassan et al. (2010) construct a model of user clicks with a Markov chain to predict 

search success. They consider behavioral features from entire search process including query, 

click and dwell-time as well as number of reformulations. Their experimental results show that a 

supervised Markov model of user behavior including query sequence, clicks and time between 

actions is more accurate than predictions based on query-url relevance.  

 Compare with search success prediction, Field et al. (2010) explore search behavioral 

features to predict search frustration. They believe search engines can predict the current state of 

user frustration and decide when to intervene with alternative search strategies to prevent them 

from becoming more frustration. The results shown that they can predict frustration with a mean 

average of 66%, and 88% from the query log feature.  

 Zhang et al. (2011) propose a task-centric click model to characterize user behavior. They 

identify and consider two potential biases for user modeling: 1) users tend perform more clicks 

as their needs become clearer; 2) Users tend to click fresh documents that are not included in the 

results of previous queries. By incorporating these biases into the model, their experimental 

results demonstrate that the model can better interpret user click behavior.  

 Ageev et al. (2011) demonstrate a model to predict search success more effectively than 
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the existing methods. They first represent search process into four stages QRAV (Query-Result-

Answer-Verification) and then correlate different search action sequences with search success. 

They find that “more successful users are faster and more active in their effort — they issue more 

queries, clicks, and browse more pages for each question, issue shorter queries, and more 

actively use query reformulations and advanced query syntax.” 

 Athukorala et al. (2014) proposed a model inspired by Information Foraging Theory to 

predict the subjective specificity of search results. Two studies have been designed to validate the 

model and indicated that when search results become too narrow, the gradient of the Seen-

Clicked graph decreases significantly. The model could be useful for the design of personalized 

exploratory search systems that dynamically adjust the search results according to the evolving 

information needs and knowledge of the user in a given exploratory search task. 

 Athukorala et al. (2015) investigated the information search behavior difference between 

exploratory and lookup tasks in order to distinguish the 2 search task categories in the course of a 

search session. The results showed that the most distinctive indicators that characterize 

exploratory search behaviors are query length, maximum scroll depth, and task completion time. 

 Ruotsalo et al. (2015) introduced interactive intent modeling, which integrated interactive 

visualizations, intent prediction, multimodal feedback, in order to help users better navigate and 

learn information space, and provide increased feedback for the system to better understand 

search intent and improve search results relevance. 

 Shah et al. (2015) proposed a machine-learning-based method to dynamically evaluate 

and predict search performance several time-steps ahead at each given time point of the search 

process during an exploratory search task. The prediction method mainly used a collection of 

features extracted from expression of information need and coverage of information, and the 
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search performance evaluation mainly adopted precision and recall metric based on users’ 

collective search activities. The experiment testing results showed 80-90% accuracy in prediction 

depending on the number of time-steps ahead. 

 Daee et al. (2016) proposed an interactive intent-modeling framework by taking into 

account user feedback on both the retrieved items and their keyword features in order to combine 

feedback from multiple domains to improve search results relevance and user satisfaction. The 

user study indicates improvement in user satisfaction and quality of retrieved information. 

 Kangasr et al. (2016) presented a timeline interface that visualizes the feedback history, 

and a Bayesian regression model that can estimate the user's current interests and the accuracy of 

each user feedback to deal with concept drift during search session. The results indicate that the 

user model can improve search performance over a baseline model without estimating accuracy 

of user feedback, and the new interface could provide better usability. 

 From previous studies on search behavior modeling, it can be seen that search behavioral 

features can be an implicitly effective way to predict users’ search performance and emotions. 

However, current studies lack of search behavior model for exploratory search tasks. Future 

studies should explore more on how to construct exploratory search behavior model that can 

support exploratory search system design.  
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CHAPTER III  

METHODOLOGY 

 In order to evaluate and predict users’ search performance in an exploratory search, this 

research adopts a mixed approach combining search system development, user search 

experiment, search query log analysis, and multivariate regression analysis, and attempts to 

develop a search performance model with variables from user level, system level, task level, and 

search interaction level. This section mainly presents the methodology, which includes five parts: 

1) variables and their measurement, 2) sampling, 3) search tasks, 4) search system, 5) experiment 

procedure and data analysis. 

 

   Figure 3.1 Search Performance Prediction Model 
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3.1 VARIABLES AND MEASUREMENTS 

 This research is designed to test the hypothesis that users’ search performance in an 

exploratory search scenario is determined by the joint effect of 1) the search experience, 2) the 

difficulty of the search task, 3) the perceived usability of the search system and 4) the search 

behavior (See Figure 3.1). Except the search behavior, all the other three factors are not directly 

relevant to behavior and hence are classified into the non-behavioral category. The following 

section mainly discusses the measuring methods for the non-behavioral and behavioral variables. 

1) Non-Behavioral Variables 

Search Experience  

 Similar with Feild et al. (2010), this research adopts a five-point scale to measure users’ 

search experience. Participants will be asked to rate their search experience on the scale of 1 to 5 

(very low to very high).  

Perceived usability of the search system 

 To measure the perceived usability of the search application on an iPad, a questionnaire 

has been derived from the original Computer System Usability Questionnaire (Lewis, 1995) by 

replacing the term “system” with “application”. All the questions are on the Likert scale of 1 to 7 

(strongly disagree to strongly agree).  

Table 3.1. Ease of use and satisfaction questionnaire  

1. Overall, I am satisfied with how easy it is to use this application   

2. It was simple to use this application   

3. I can effectively complete my work using this application   

4. I am able to complete my work quickly using this application 
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5. I am able to efficiently complete my work using this application 

6. I feel comfortable using this application 

7. It was easy to learn to use this application 

8. I believe I became productive quickly using this application  

9. The application gives error messages that clearly tell me how to fix problems  

10. Whenever I make a mistake using the application, I recover easily and quickly  

11. The information provided with this application is clear  

12. It is easy to find the information I needed  

13. The information provided for the application is easy to understand  

14. The information is effective in helping me complete the tasks and scenarios  

15. The organization of information on the application screens is clear  

16. The interface of this application is pleasant  

17. I like using the interface of this application  

18. This application has all the functions and capabilities I expect it to have  

19. Overall, I am satisfied with this application 

  

Search Task’ Difficulty and Perceived Performance 

 The search task’s difficulty can be measured using cognitive load effort on the search 

task. Shah (2010, p. 170) measures cognitive load effort by using a questionnaire derived from 

NASA’s TLX instrument. This research adopts Shah’s questionnaire to measure users’ cognitive 

load effort. The participants will be asked to rate each of the following on the scale of 1 to 7. 

(Table 3.2) 
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Table 3.2. Cognitive load effort measurement 

Q1.  How mentally demanding was this task? (Very low to Very high) 

Q2.  How physically demanding was this task? (Very low to Very high) 

Q3.  How hurried or rushed was the pace of the task? (Very low to Very high) 

Q4.  How successful were you in accomplishing what you were asked to do? (Perfect to 

Failure) 

Q5.  How hard did you have to work to accomplish your level of performance? (Very low 

to Very High) 

Q6.  How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed, and annoyed were you? (Very low to 

Very high) 

 

2) Behavior Variables 

 Search behavior is consisted of a series of actions that users take to accomplish search 

goals. Table 3.3 illustrates different types of search actions toward a search goal. 

Table 3.3. Search Behavior Features. 

Category Description 

  

1. Search Query Level  

Query  

  Query length Total characters in the query. 

  Advanced search query True if the query has operators (e.g., site:).  

  Spell suggestions True if the query use the spell suggestions.  

  Search suggestions True if the query is from search suggestions.  

  

Results Scan  
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  Scroll event A scroll event will be logged each time a user 

scrolls the result page.  

  Scrolling count Number of scrolling for a query. 

  Average seconds between scrolls The scroll event will be logged with timestamp 

to compute the average seconds between scrolls. 

  Total Scrolling time The total time that is used on scrolling.  

  Scroll length (average, max, min) The percentage of the whole result page that the 

user moved.  

  Scrolling speed (average, max, min) The scrolling speed.  

  Scanning time The total time of viewing the result pages. 

  Time to first tap The time between the result page opened and 

the first tap.  

  Time to first scroll The time between the result page opened and 

the first scroll. 

  Number of displaying next page Scroll to the page bottom to load for the next 

page. 

  

Open Results  

  Loading time Web page loading time. 

  Viewing time The time that user spent on a web page.  

  Result rank position Opened results rank position.  

  Scroll event on opened web pages Scrolling event. 

  Zoom in/out on opened results Zoom in/out event. 

  Time to close opened web page Time to close opened web page. 

  Number of abandoned pages Number of the web pages that are closed 

immediately after the web page is loaded. 

  Number of opened web pages Number of opened results. 

  Wikipedia web page True if the web page is on Wikipedia. 

  

Relevance Judgment  
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  Relevant Or not The user’s perceived relevance (1, 0), which can 

be used to compute search performance. 

  

Post Browsing   

  Number of visited URLs Number of visited URLs after opening the 

result. 

  Average time for each URL Average reading time for each URL. 

  Number of back actions Number of back actions in the browsing. 

  Browsing time The time on the whole post browsing. 

  Average display time Average display time for each page. 

  

2. Search Task Level Description 

  Query count Number of queries during task. 

  Query count with no result taps Query count with no result taps. 

  Query count with one result tap Query count with one result tap. 

  Query count with multiple result taps Query count with multiple result taps. 

  Average query length Average query length in characters. 

  Results visited Number of results opened during task. 

  Tap probability Ratio of tapped results to queries. 

  Number of loading next page Number of loading next page during task. 

  Number of taps on query suggestions Number of taps on query suggestions. 

  Max time between taps during goal Max time between taps during goal. 

  Min time between taps during goal Min time between taps during goal. 

  Average time between queries Average time between queries. 

  Average time between taps during 

goal 

Average time between taps during goal. 

  Average tapped results’ rank position Average tapped results’ rank position. 

  Average page viewing time Average page viewing time (seconds). 

  Average maximum scroll Average maximum scroll. 

  Average relevant results per query Average relevant results per query. 
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  Average number of results tapped Average number of results tapped per query. 

  Average time to first click/first scroll  Average time to first click/first scroll. 

  Max number of results viewed Among all the queries in the task. 

 

3) Search Performance 

 This research will apply the following variables including recall, precision, f-measure 

values as well as users’ perceived search performance to measure users’ search performance.  

 For a given exploratory search task, assuming all the search results found by all the 

participants are relevant in this research, the recall for each participant can then be defined as the 

fraction of search results found by that specific participant. Similarly, the precision can be 

measured by computing the portion of a participant’s retrieved search results that are also found 

by at least one other participant. With precision and recall, F-measure can then also be computed 

to measure users’ search performance. The relevant equations are listed as below:  

!"#$%% = !". !" !"#$%&# !"##$%&$' !" !ℎ! !"#$
!". !" !"#$%&# !"##$%&$! !" !"" !ℎ! !"#$" 

 

!"#$%&%'( = !". !" !"#$%&''()* !"#$%&# !"#ℎ !" !"#$% !"# !"#$ !"#$ 
!"#$% !". !" !"#$%&# !"##$%&$' !" !ℎ! !"#$  

 

!"#$%ℎ !"#$%#&'!"# = 1 + !! ∗ !"#$%&%'( ∗ !"#$%% 
!! ∗ !"#$%&%'( + !"#$%% 

  

 Meanwhile, the participants’ own perception on how well they perform on each 

exploratory search task can provide an alternative to measuring the search performance from 

users’ perspective. The perceived search task performance can be measured using Q4 in the 

Table 3.2.  
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3.2 SAMPLING 

 Probability sampling, in which every unit has an equal chance to be selected, is ideal to 

guarantee the representativeness of the sample and the external validity. However, in most 

information retrieval experiments, probability sampling is difficult to implement and usually gets 

replaced by non-probability sampling. Kelly identified three reasons that non-probability 

sampling techniques are commonly used in IIR experiments: 

“Researchers often do not know all of the elements in a population and therefore cannot 

generate the lists required for probability sampling. Even if the elements are known, 

researchers may not have access to them. For instance, some people may refuse to 

participate or some documents may be impossible to obtain. Financial constraints and 

other resources also limit what is possible. Even if one were able to select a random 

sample of people in a geographic area for an IIR study, it is unlikely that the project 

budget would be large enough to pay the travel and lodging costs for potential subjects.” 

(Kelly, 2009, pg. 66-67) 

 Due to the same reason, this research will adopt convenience sampling, instead of 

probability sampling, to select a sample of all searchers using tablets. Fifty participants will be 

recruited from UCLA, who will be asked to come to the reserved library conference room for 

two exploratory search tasks. The participants can choose the date and time slots convenient to 

them by email. The total time for each experiment will be around forty minutes and participant 

will be compensated $12 each for their participation.
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3.3 SEARCH TASKS 

 In order to study users’ explicit collaboration in solving complex information problems, 

Shah (2010) designed two realistic exploratory search tasks in her dissertation that might be of 

interest to the participant pool. In order to provide a comparison, this research adopts the two 

exploratory search tasks but with some modifications on the task requirement.   

Task-1: Economic recession  

“A leading newspaper has hired your team to create a comprehensive report on the causes 

and consequences of the last economic recession in the US. As a part of your contract, you are 

required to collect all the relevant information from any available online sources that you can 

find. 

To prepare this report, search on the AOOYII (the iPad search application) for specific 

aspects as given in the guideline below. As you find useful information, mark the web page as 

relevant. Later, you can use these collected web pages to compile your report. Your main 

objective here is to collect as many relevant web pages as possible. Your report on this topic 

should address the following issues:  

1) reasons behind this recession 

2) effects on some major areas, such as health-care, home ownership, and financial 

sector (stock market) 

3) unemployment statistics over a period of time 

4) proposal, execution effects of the economy stimulation plan  

5) people’s opinions and reactions on economy’s downfall.” 
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Task-2: Social networking 

“The College Network News Channel wants to do a documentary on the effects of social 

networking services and software. Your team is responsible for collecting relevant information 

(including statistics) from the Web. As a part of your assignment, you are required to collect all 

the relevant information using AOOYII (the iPad search application). 

To prepare this report, search on the AOOYII (the iPad search application) for specific 

aspects as given in the guideline below. As you find useful information, mark the web page as 

relevant. Later, you can use these collected web pages to compile your report. Your main 

objective here is to collect as many relevant web pages as possible. 

Your report on this topic should address the following issues:  

1) emergence and spread of social networking sites, such as MySpace, Facebook, Twitter, 

and del.icio.us 

2) statistics about popularity of such sites (What’s the current number of total users each site 

has?? How much time on average do the users spend on each site everyday? How much 

content?) 

3) impacts on students and professionals, commerce around these sites (How do they make 

money? How do users use them to make money?)  

4) examples of usage of such services in various domains, such as health-care and politics.” 
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3.4 SEARCH SYSTEM DESIGN AND EVALUATION 

In order to conduct the experiment, a search application ”AOOYII” has been designed 

and implemented on iPad.  

There are several reasons to choose the iPad as the main experimental platform. First, 

multi-touch gesture on iPad provides more intuitive search experience for the user to query and 

navigate through search results than mouse-keyboard personal computer, and thus easier for the 

user to focus on the search task. Second, the search application can track and record users’ post-

search browsing behavior by integrating web browser into the application, and hence post-search 

browsing features can be added into the search performance prediction model. Third, the iPad 

and other tablets are becoming one of the next major platforms for people to search information, 

but few search studies have been conducted to improve the search functionality on iPad and 

other tablets. By choosing iPad as the experiment platform, the search application can 

incorporate new innovative interactions, and the research results can provide significant 

contributions for next generation’s search system design. 

The design and the implementation process can be divided into three phases. In the first 

phase, a basic search application “AOOYII” is designed and implemented by the following 

search system design guidelines. In the second phase, a small group with six users will be invited 

to try the search application and provide feedbacks and suggestions. In the last phase, the search 

application “AOOYII” is improved based on the feedbacks and suggestions collected in the first 

phase. If necessary, the Phase II and Phase III will be repeated to enhance the search 

application’s usability.  
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                     Figure 3.2 Search System Design and Evaluation 
 

Phase I: System design and implementation  

As illustrated by Figure 3.3, AOOYII utilizes Bing Search API 2.0, which means that all 

the search results in AOOYII come from Bing’s results. The use of real search results can 

guarantee the consistency between the experimental search system and the real search system, 

and avoid the experimental invalidity caused by the small webpage indexes and inaccurate link 

analysis computed from a small dataset. Meanwhile, by utilizing Bing API 2.0, this research can 

concentrate on users’ interaction with the search system. The backend server adopts the Amazon 

AWS, which can provide stable and reliable server service and data storage service.  

  

 

Figure 3.3 AOOYII’s System Architecture   
 

Phrase II

User Feedback and Suggestions

Phrase I

System Design and Implementation

Phrase III

System Improvement

User AOOYII Server Bing Search
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 AOOYII’s design and implementation mainly follows two guidelines on information 

retrieval system. Shneiderman et al. (1997) indicated eight rules for the context of information 

retrieval: 

• Strive for consistency  

• Provide shortcuts for skilled users 

• Offer informative feedback 

• Design for closure 

• Offer simple error handling 

• Permit easy reversal of actions 

• Support user control 

• Reduce short-term memory load 

 Hearst (2009) further elaborates in more details about the search interface design 

guideline as listed below: 

• Offer efficient and informative feedback 

1) Show search results immediately 

2) Show informative document surrogates; highlight query terms 

3) Allow sorting of results by various criteria 

4) Show query term suggestions 

5) Use relevance indicators sparingly 

6) Support rapid response 

• Balance user control with automated actions 

1) Rank ordering in web search 

2) Query transformations 
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• Reduce short-term memory load 

1) Suggest the search action in the entry Form  

2) Support simple history mechanisms 

3) Integrate navigation and search 

• Provide Shortcuts 

• Reduce errors 

1) Avoid empty results sets 

2) Address the vocabulary problem 

• Recognize the importance of small details 

• Recognize the importance of aesthetics in design 

 AOOYII’s search interface design will follow the two sets of guidelines above to the 

maximum extent in order to provide best search experience on iPad. Also, to support the 

experiment, AOOYII can track users’ search behavior by recording their search query actions in 

a search query log file. Please see the Figure 3.4 for AOOYII’s Screenshots. 

 

Phase II: User Feedback and Suggestions 

 After the initial version is completed, a small group with six users will be invited to test 

and evaluate AOOYII. The participants will be first given a brief introduction to how to use the 

search system: a sample search will be run as an example. Then the participants can start trying 

the search application with their own search queries to complete assigned search tasks. Finally, 

the Computer System Usability Questionnaire (Table 3.1) will be used to collect users’ opinions 

on the system usability. Also, the following three open questions will be asked to collect users’ 

suggestions.  
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• Q1. Have you tried any search engine application on iPad before (i.e., Google, Bing)?  

• Q2. Now that you have tried the functionality of AOOYII, what are the additional 

features you would like to have to improve the search experience? 

• Q3. Any changes will you suggest to improve AOOYII? If yes, please tell us which 

changes and how. 

 

Phase III: System Improvement 

 All the opinions and suggestions collected from Phase II will be used to improve the 

search application AOOYII. If necessary, Phase II will be repeated in order to develop a fully 

functional search system on iPad. 
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   Figure 3.4 AOOYII Screenshots 
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3.5 EXPERIMENT PROCEDURE 

The designed experiment has two stages across the entire procedure. The first stage is a 

pilot study, which will be conducted to test the reliability of the system and the accuracy of 

users’ log data. We will invite six subjects using a convenience sampling method for the pilot 

study. The second stage is the search experiment, which is to collect the data to test the 

hypothesis, from fifty invited participants. Both of these two stages will follow the same 

procedure as indicated in Figure 3.5. 

 

      

                           Figure 3.5. Experiment Procedure 
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1) At the beginning, the participants will be asked to read and sign the consent 

form. If the participant decides not to sign the consent form, the experiment 

ends.  

2) A tutorial will be played to show how users can interact with the search 

application “AOOYII”, and users can have time to get familiar with the search 

application. 

3) Users will login using pre-assigned username and password, which also 

provides a unique user identity for the experiment. 

4) After signing in to the search application, a simple questionnaire will be used 

to collect basic demographic data, i.e., male/female, age.  

5) A search experience question will be used to collect users’ perceived search 

experience. 

6) A search task description will be shared with participants, and every 

participant will have fifteen minutes to search relevant information for one 

search task.  

7) After the search, post-task questionnaire will be used to collect users’ 

perceived usability, search task’ difficulty and perceived performance 

8) Repeat 5), 6), 7) to collect more data for the second task.  

9) End.   

 According to Silvestri and Baeza-Yates (2009), the objective of search query log 

mining is to enhance efficiency and effectiveness of search systems. The query log 

analysis here is to find the implicit patterns that can be used to predict users’ search 
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performance. More specifically, the query log analysis here is to predict queries and 

relevant search results based on the current query and viewed result.  

 The data collected from the experiments include: 1) Search query log, 2) 

Questionnaire responses, 3) User’s physical action on the system (tap, swipe, etc). The 

search query log collected in the experiment can be used to measure the query 

reformulation effectiveness, effectiveness of finding relevant results (Recall, Precision). 

The questionnaire data can be used to measure cognitive load and ease of use and 

satisfaction. Users’ physical action on the system can be used to measure the physical 

effort on the system. 
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CHAPTER IV 

EXPERIMENT RESULTS 

 

The experiment strictly follows the research methodology and experiment procedure 

defined in Chapter III to collect exploratory search data. Overall, there are fifty-three subjects 

participated in the experiment, each of them completed two search tasks and there are totally one 

hundred and six completed search task observations. For each of them, the collected data 

includes 1) search logs, which has all searchers’ interaction data and relevance judgment in the 

process of completing search tasks, 2) questionnaires, which contains searchers’ perception of 

search experience, system usability, search task difficulty and subjective search performance. 

This chapter mainly analyzes the basic characteristics of searchers’ cognitive and 

behavior data from the experiment, and presents the relationship between search behavior, 

system usability, difficulty of search task, search experience and performance in the search 

performance model. 

 

4.1 DATA PREPROCESSING 

One big challenge of data analysis is to remove irrelevant URL requests collected in the 

experiment. When a web page is opened in the experiment, it may load irrelevant third party 

plugins (e.g., facebook, twitter) or it may call some irrelevant requests to record users behavior 

(google analytics services, etc). Those irrelevant web requests could cause inaccuracy in 

measuring users’ behavior in browsing web pages and thus it is necessary to remove those 

irrelevant web page requests to guarantee the validity of experiment results.  
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Two steps have been adopted to remove all irrelevant URL requests. First, we identify 

those irrelevant URL patterns from all major third party sharing plugins and user behavior 

tracking services to remove those irrelevant URL requests. Second, All the URLs after the first 

step are manually reviewed to further remove those irrelevant URL requests. Finally, there are 

totally 4,605 irrelevant unique URL requests that are removed from 8,276 total unique URL 

requests.  

Besides, there are three observations (observation 21, 39 and 74) having app crash during 

the experiment, the potential impact is unknown and thus it is decided to keep them in the 

experiment analysis, further outliners analysis will be done in the model construction stage. 

 

4.2 SEARCH INTERACTION ANALYSIS 

Research on search behavior mainly focuses on users’ behavior pattern and their affective 

and cognitive change involved in the process of searching and browsing. Search log analysis is 

one commonly used research method to examine users’ search behavior. This section mainly 

presents essential search behavior characteristics including query characteristics and click-

through patterns, and compares those characteristics with previous studies mentioned in Chapter 

II. All the findings aims to address the research question: “what are the differences between 

users’ search behavior in exploratory search tasks versus other search tasks”. 

 Data analysis is mainly accomplished using “Divide and Recombine” method.  

1) Dividing data into meaningful subsets using different criteria,  

2) Applying analytical methods to those subsets,  

3) Recombining the results to get final results. 
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For example, to compute query count for each search task observation, each user’s query 

log is divided into two parts by search task, and then each part is further divided into M parts by 

search query, M here is the query count for the task. 

Similar process, but different divide criteria and recombine methods, can be used to 

process and analyze other search interaction variables. For example, number of search results 

visited can be computed by using divide criteria [task, query, result tap] and recombine methods 

[sum]. Overall, all the divide criteria could be [task, query, result taps and post URL requests], 

and recombine methods could be one of [sum, max, min, and average]. The detail process can be 

seen in figure 4.2.1. 

  

                            Figure 4.2.1 Query Log Data Processing 
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4.2.1 Query Characteristics 

1) Query Frequency 

There are in total 1,376 search queries from 106 experiment cases, on average around 

thirteen queries per experiment cases. Table 4.1 shows the top twenty queries. 

Table 4.1 Top Twenty Search Queries By Frequency. 

 

2) Query Number 

 On average, one experiment case has thirteen search queries. The min and max query 

numbers among 106 experiment cases are three and thirty. The gap between the min and max 

Query Frequency 

social networking statistics 10 

us economic recession 2008 9 

economic recession 2008 8 

2008 recession effects 7 

social networking sites 6 

2008 recession 6 

facebook 5 

emergence of social networking sites 5 

spread of social networking 5 

del.icio.us 5 

2008 recession stock market 5 

emergence of social networking 5 

unemployment statistics 4 

history of facebook 4 

social networking commerce 4 

great recession 4 

2008 recession causes 4 

emergence of myspace 4 

emergence of facebook 4 

2008 recession health care 4 
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query number may imply different search strategies or habits that participants adopted to 

accomplish exploratory search tasks: searchers could use only three queries and dive deeply into 

search results, or they could use lots of queries but browse briefly for each query’s search results. 

Figure 4.1 shows the query count for each experiment case. (Note: bar charts instead of 

histograms are chose in this section because bar charts are used to compare variables while 

histograms are used to show distributions of variables). 

 

Min Max Mean S.D. 

3 30 13.03 5.07 

 

Figure 4.1 Total Query Number per Search Experiment Case. 
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3) Query Length 

Comparing with previous studies’ results mentioned in Table 2.2, the average query 

length in this study is 4.61 words, which is much longer than any of previous general search 

studies. The longest query is “2013 statistics of how much time on average do users spend on 

social network sites”. The top ten longest search queries can be seen in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3. 

 Longer query length implies that participants have attempted to enrich their queries from 

multiple perspectives (time, space, events, and topics) and it would take more time from 

participants to make their queries more explicit and specific. Also, the process and effort to 

formulate longer query indicates an assumption that searchers should be able to find more 

relevant search results by using more advanced search queries and search systems should be able 

to understand better if searchers give more information. In addition, since the experiment was 

conducted on the iPad, considering the difficulty to type longer queries, the query length on 

personal computer may be even longer than current experiment. 

 

Table 4.2 Top Ten Search Queries By Length in Search Task 1. 

Query Length 

effects in economic recession in 2008 in areas of home ownership in united states 14 

effects in economic recession in 2008 areas of home ownership in united states 13 

effects of economic recession in 2008 in stock market in the united states 13 

effects of economic recession on proposal, execution effects of the economy stimulation 

plan 

13 

peoples opinions and reaction on the 2008 economic recession in the united states 13 

effects economic recession 2008 on healthcare home ownership financial sector stock 

market 

12 

effects in economic recession in 2008 areas of healthcare in united states 12 

effects of economic recession on unemployment statistics over a period of time 12 

effects if economic recession on unemployment statistics over a period of time 12 
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oeoples opinions and reactions of the economy downfall in 2008 in US 12 

 

Table 4.3 Top Ten Search Queries By Length in Search Task 2. 

Query Length 

2013 statistics of how much time on average do users spend on social network sites 15 

what are the reasons for the emergence and spread of sovial networking sites 13 

impacts on healthcare and politics of social network services and software 11 

how much time do users spend on social networking sites 10 

impacts on students professionals social network services and software paper 10 

how much time on average do users spend on facebook 10 

how much time on average do users spend on twitter 10 

how much time on average do users spend on myspace 10 

how do students and professionals make money on social networks 10 

how do social media users use facebook to make money        10 

 

4) Question-based Queries 

There are 104 queries that are formulated as questions; the percentage of question-based 

queries among all the unique queries is 8.9%, which is still in a relatively low percentage. Those 

question-based queries are always started with how, what, and why, an illustration of question-

based queries can be seen in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4 Question-based Query Examples.  

Query 

what major areas were affected in recession in 2008 

who did the bank bailout help 

why are social networking sites so popular 

why did social media sites spread? 

why social media popular 

how social networks make money 

how social networks students 
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 Among all the question-based queries, there are 90.3% queries consisted of “How” and 

“Why”, which shows that in exploratory search tasks users’ searches have more knowledge-

based information need compared with other search tasks.  

The relatively low percentage of question-based queries indicates that searchers may 

have formulated the habits to turn any question into keywords and they may not trust that system 

could understand nature language questions well. 

 

5) Search Suggestions 

 Among all the search queries, there are around 29.7% queries from search suggestions. 

More specifically, there are 23.3% queries from search suggestion for task-1 and there are 35.3% 

queries from search suggestion for task-2. In addition, there are around 3.86 queries from search 

suggestion per experiment case; the min and max of queries from search suggestion among 106 

experiment cases are zero and sixteen.  

 Search suggestion has become a necessary part of search systems, it can help searchers to 

express their information need more efficiently and reduce the query typing time, but few studies 

have studied the value of search suggestion in exploratory search tasks. From the above statistic, 

it can be seen that some participants have got used to relying on search suggestion to formulate 

queries, but some rarely used it. This different search suggestion usage pattern may be an 

important factor that affects their performance in exploratory search tasks. 

 

how social networks users can make money 

how social networks users can make money with likes 

how to make money social networking 

how twitter has affected our society 
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Min Max Mean S.D. 

0 16 3.86 3.68 

 
Figure 4.2 Queries from Search Suggestions by Search Tasks 

 

4.2.2 Scroll Behavior 

Five measurements including scroll count, scrolling time, scroll length, scroll speed, and 

average time to first scroll has been chosen to describe scrolling behavior characteristics. 

1) Scroll Count  
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Scroll event measures users’ finger swiping up or down during the search results 

browsing. The count of scroll event can reflect users’ interaction frequency with search results. 

The min and max scroll count across all the experiment cases are sixteen and 629, the average 

scroll count is around 174. 

 

Min Max Mean S.D. 

16 629 174.06 108.08 

 

Figure 4.3 Scroll Count per Each Experiment Case 

2) Scrolling Time (Seconds) 
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Scrolling time records the time that participants spend on scrolling search results. It is an 

indicator to understand users’ search results browsing and evaluation. The min and max scrolling 

time across all the experiment cases are 7.7 and 280.05, the average scroll time is around 80.00. 

 

Min Max Mean S.D. 

7.7 280.05 80.00 49.35 

 

Figure 4.4 Total Scrolling Time per Each Experiment Case 

3) Scroll Length (average_max_scrolls) 
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Scroll length is measured using the average of all the maximum scroll distance in each of 

result pages. Because there is no paging in the experimental system, participants can keep 

scrolling to the bottom and get more search results. 

 

Min Max Mean S.D. 

360.75 5439.50 1798.41 972.03 

 

4) Scroll Speed 

 The scroll speed can be defined as the number of pixels that are scrolled into the display 

area per unit of time (px/sec). In this study, scroll speed is measured using average scroll speed 
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in each experiment cases. System level scrolls (i.e., iOS scroll to top) have been removed from 

scroll events to make results reliable. The min, max and average of all the average scroll speeds 

is 247.25 px/sec, 855.34 px/sec, and 433.39 px/sec.  

 

Min Max Mean S.D. 

247.25 855.34 433.39 119.87 

 

5) Average Time to First Scroll 
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Average time to first scroll (ATFS) measures the average time users take to start scrolling 

search results, in other words, it represents searchers’ trust on the top four or five search results. 

The min, max, and average time of all ATFS are 7.33, 104.18, and 30.68.  

 

Min Max Mean S.D. 

7.33 104.18 30.68 22.74 

 

4.2.3 Click-through Behavior 

1) Average Time to First Tap 

Average time to first tap measures the average time that searchers start tapping any 

search results after the search results are presented. This factor could be a good indicator to 
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measure the search query quality or the relevance of search results. The min, max and mean of 

the average time to first tap are 3.65 seconds, 36.47 seconds, and 9.54 seconds. For those cases 

using much time before the first tap, the time mostly was used to examine and evaluate search 

results or scrolling through search results, that also means, in exploratory search, searchers count 

on search results summary much more than the search result ranking. 

 

Min Max Mean S.D. 

3.65 36.47 9.54 4.72 

 

2) Average Request Viewing Time 
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After searchers click through a certain search result, request-viewing time is used to 

measure the duration that searchers spent on a search result. The average request viewing time is 

the average time that searcher spent on all search results. The min, max, and mean of the average 

request viewing time are 2.26, 28.00, and 12.58. 

 

Min Max Mean S.D. 

2.26 28.00 11.90 4.46 

 

3) Rank Position Analysis 
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Average result rank is the mean of all the taped search results’ rank position. It could 

show the depth of search results that a searcher has reached. The min, max, and the mean of the 

average result rank are 2.94, 25.77 and 9.27.  

 

Min Max Mean S.D. 

2.94 25.77 9.27 4.25 

 

4) Viewed Search Results per Query 
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Viewed search results per query can be used to measure the effectiveness of query 

formulation to some extent. The min, max and mean of viewed search results per query are 1.67, 

39.88, and 5.77.  

 

Min Max Mean S.D. 

1.67 39.88 5.77 5.34 

 
 

4.2.4 Post Browsing Behavior 

1) Number of Post Browsing URLs 
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Number of post browsing URLs is the total number of following web link taps on the 

opened search results. The min, max and mean of the number of post-browsing URLs are 0, 68.0, 

and 15.08.  

 

Min Max Mean S.D. 

0 68.0 15.08 14.52 

 

 

2) Number of relevant URLs 
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Number of relevant URLs is the total number of relevant web pages that are found for 

each experiment case. The min, max and mean of number of relevant URLs are 16, 113, and 

42.84. 

 

 

Min Max Mean S.D. 

16 113 42.84 17.36 

 

 

3) Average Relevant Results Per Query 
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Average relevant results per query are the average number of relevant results that 

searchers can find per search query. The min, max, and mean of average results results per query 

are 1.0, 22.33, and 4.04.  

 

 

Min Max Mean S.D. 

1.0 22.33 4.04 2.96 

 

4.3 QUESTIONNAIRES 

Questionnaire measures searchers’ perception of search experience, system usability, 

search task difficulty and subjective search performance. 
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1) Search Experience 

 Search experience is measured by asking participants’ rating with the scale of 1 to 7 (very 

bad to very good). As we can see, the participants have 5.74 search experience score by average, 

which indicates they have a very good search experience during the experiment. 

 

Min Max Mean S.D. 

4 7 5.74 0.79 

 

2) Search System Usability 
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 Search system usability is evaluated using the questionnaire derived from the original 

Computer System Usability Questionnaire (Lewis, 1995). The questions and participants’ 

response are shown below. All the responses are on the scale of 1 to 7 (strongly disagree to 

strongly agree). It can be seen most of participant found it relatively easy to use the system in the 

experiment. 

Table 4.1  Search System Usability Questions and Responses 

Q1. Overall, I am satisfied with how easy it is to use this application   

Q2. It was simple to use this application   

Q3. I can effectively complete my work using this application   

Q4. I am able to complete my work quickly using this application 

Q5. I am able to efficiently complete my work using this application 

Q6. I feel comfortable using this application 

Q7. It was easy to learn to use this application 

Q8. I believe I became productive quickly using this application  

Q9. The application gives error messages that clearly tell me how to fix problems  

Q10. Whenever I make a mistake using the application, I recover easily and quickly  

Q11. The information provided with this application is clear  

Q12. It is easy to find the information I needed  

Q13. The information provided for the application is easy to understand  

Q14. The information is effective in helping me complete the tasks and scenarios  

Q15. The organization of information on the application screens is clear  

Q16. The interface of this application is pleasant  

Q17. I like using the interface of this application  

Q18. This application has all the functions and capabilities I expect it to have  

Q19. Overall, I am satisfied with this application 
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Question Min Max Mean S.D. 

Q1 3 7 5.89 0.95 

Q2 4 7 6.42 0.77 

Q3 2 7 5.77 1.14 

Q4 3 7 5.66 1.06 

Q5 3 7 5.47 0.93 

Q6 4 7 6.32 0.87 

Q7 5 7 6.74 0.56 

Q8 3 7 5.94 0.95 

Q94 0 7 3.04 1.85 

Q105 1 7 5.40 1.59 

Q11 3 7 6.11 0.95 

Q12 4 7 6.25 0.78 

Q13 5 7 6.45 0.67 

Q14 4 7 6.08 0.90 

Q15 3 7 6.25 0.87 

Q16 2 7 5.94 1.25 

Q17 2 7 5.85 1.23 

Q18 1 7 5.11 1.49 

Q19 2 7 5.74 0.96 

 

                                                
4 The question doesn’t apply since no error or mistake happened. 
5 Same as above.  
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3) Difficulty of Search Tasks and Perceived Search Performance 

 The difficulty of search tasks are measured by the following questions derived from 

NASA’s TLX instrument. As we can seen,  

Q1.  How mentally demanding was this task? (1 2 3 4 5 6 7) 

Q2.  How physically demanding was this task? (1 2 3 4 5 6 7) 

Q3.  How hurried or rushed was the pace of the task? (1 2 3 4 5 6 7) 

Q4.  How successful were you in accomplishing what you were asked to do? (1 2 3 4 5 6 7) 

Q5.  How hard did you have to work to accomplish your level of performance? (1 2 3 4 5 6 7) 
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Q6.  How insecure, discouraged, irritated, stressed, and annoyed were you? (1 2 3 4 5 6 7) 

 

The perceived search performance is measured by using Q4 with an extra question as below: 

Q7. Please use 1 to 7 (very bad to very good) to describe your perceived performance in 

completing the first search task. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

The results for search task-1 and task-2 can be seen below. 

Question MIN MAX MEAN S.D. 

Q1 1 7 3.83 1.46 

Q2 1 5 2.04 1.19 

Q3 1 7 4.09 1.55 

Q4 4 7 5.85 0.82 

Q5 1 7 4.34 1.52 

Q6 1 6 2.32 1.44 

Q7 3 7 5.68 0.80 

 

Question MIN MAX MEAN S.D. 

Q1 1 7 3.66 1.83 

Q2 1 6 2.02 1.18 

Q3 1 7 4.19 1.57 

Q4 3 7 5.38 1.15 

Q5 1 7 4.40 1.63 

Q6 1 7 2.51 1.76 

Q7 3 7 5.32 1.14 
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4.4 SEARCH PERFORMANCE MODELS 

The research is original to investigate the relationship between users’ search interaction 

factors and search performance. The hypothesis is that search performance in exploratory search 

is determined by the joint effect of search interaction factors and non-behavioral factors 

including 1) the search experience, 2) the difficulty of the search task, 3) the perceived usability 

of the search system, and 4) the search behavior. This section constructs multiple regression 

models to examine their relationship and attempts to answer the research question “which 

behavioral factors may determine users’ search performance in exploratory search.” 

4.4.1 Independent and Dependent Variables 
 
Table 4.2 Independent and Dependent Variables 
 
Query Variables  

  QueryCount Number of queries during task. 

  QueryCountWithNoResultTaps Query count with no result taps. 

  QueryCountWithOneResultTap Query count with one result tap. 

  QueryCountWithMultipleResultTaps Query count with multiple result taps. 

  AvgQueryLength Average query length in characters. 

  NumOfTapsOnQuerySuggestions Number of taps on query suggestions. 

  AvgTimeBetweenQueries Average time between queries. 

 
 
Search Result Taps and Scrolls Variables 

  NumOfSearchResultsVisited Number of results opened during task. 

  AvgNumOfTappedResultPerQuery Average number of results tapped per query. 

  MaxTimeBetweenTaps Max time between taps during goal. 

  MinTimeBetweenTaps Min time between taps during goal. 

  AvgTimeBetweenTaps Average time between taps during goal. 

  AvgTimeToFirstTap Average time to first tap. 

  AvgTimeToFirstScroll Average Time to first scroll. 

  AvgTapResultRankPos Average tapped results’ rank position. 
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  AvgMaxScroll Average maximum scroll. 

  MaxNumOfResultsViewed Max number of results viewed among all the 

queries in the task. 

  AvgRelevantResultsPerQuery Average relevant results per query. 

  ScrollCount Number of scrolls on search result. 

  MinScrollSpeed Min scroll speed. 

  MaxScrollSpeed Max scroll speed. 

  AvgScrollSpeed Average scroll speed. 

  TotalScrollingTime Total time for scrolling. 

 
 
Search Results Browsing  

  AvgPageViewingTime Average page viewing time (seconds). 

  NumOfPostBrowsingUrls Number of post browsing urls. 

 
 
Search Experience  

  SearchExperience Search experience 

 
 
Search System Usability  

  SystemUsability System usability 

 
 
Search Task Difficulty  

  TaskDifficulty Task difficulty 

 
 
User Perceived Performance  

  PerceivedPerformance Perceived performance  

 
 
Precision and recall have been defined in the Chapter III.  

Dependent Variable  

F-measure (2 * Precision * Recall) /(Precision + Recall) 
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4.4.2 Interaction Model 

Interaction model utilizes all the search interaction factors including those variables in the 

query, search result scrolls and taps, search result browsing and relevance judgment to estimate 

and predict users’ search performance. It can demonstrate the relationship between search 

interaction and search performance. 

 

1) Preliminary Model Construction 

The first run shows that the variable QueryCountWithMultipleResultTap has NA as 

coefficient, which indicates that it is linearly dependent on some other variables; Further 

investigation shows that it is linearly dependent on QueryCount, QueryCountWithNoResultTap 

and QueryCountWithOneResultTap with the equation: 

QueryCount = QueryCountWithNoResultTap + QueryCountWithOneResultTap + 

QueryCountWithMultipleResultTap 

Therefore, QueryCountWithMultipleResultTap is removed from the model and the 

regression summary is shown in table 4.4.2. 

Table 4.4.2 Behavioral Regression Model. 

 

Estimate Std.Error t value Pr(>|t|) 

 (Intercept) -8.34E-03 1.22E-02 -0.69 0.49425 

 QueryCount 1.95E-03 6.43E-04 3.04 0.00321 ** 

QueryCountWithNoResultTaps -2.54E-03 1.09E-03 -2.34 0.02176 * 

QueryCountWithOneResultTap -2.79E-03 8.01E-04 -3.49 0.0008 *** 

AvgQueryLength -2.11E-04 1.71E-04 -1.24 0.21909 

 NumOfTapsOnQuerySuggestions -1.69E-03 4.43E-04 -3.81 0.00027 *** 

AvgTimeBetweenQueries -8.85E-05 2.38E-05 -3.71 0.00037 *** 
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NumOfSearchResultsVisited 8.45E-04 7.93E-05 10.66 2.00E-16 *** 

AvgNumOfTappedResultPerQuery -5.38E-03 9.16E-04 -5.88 8.90E-08 *** 

MaxTimeBetweenTaps 5.38E-05 2.53E-05 2.13 0.0366 * 

MinTimeBetweenTaps 5.81E-04 4.30E-04 1.35 0.18047 

 AvgTimeBetweenTaps 4.10E-05 2.06E-04 0.2 0.84283 

 AvgTimeToFirstTap 2.98E-04 2.24E-04 1.33 0.18805 

 AvgTimeToFirstScroll -5.75E-05 7.32E-05 -0.79 0.43444 

 AvgTapResultRankPos 8.88E-04 5.65E-04 1.57 0.11966 

 AvgMaxScroll -2.67E-06 2.76E-06 -0.97 0.33556 

 MaxNumOfResultsViewed -3.49E-04 2.04E-04 -1.71 0.0918 . 

AvgRelevantResultsPerQuery 1.18E-02 1.01E-03 11.7 2.00E-16 *** 

ScrollCount 4.51E-06 1.49E-05 0.3 0.76358 

 MinScrollSpeed 5.73E-05 6.30E-05 0.91 0.36602 

 MaxScrollSpeed -1.05E-07 5.91E-07 -0.18 0.85914 

 AvgScrollSpeed 3.03E-06 9.66E-06 0.31 0.75468 

 TotalScrollingTime 3.62E-06 3.65E-05 0.1 0.92126 

 AvgPageViewingTime 4.32E-05 3.71E-04 0.12 0.90773 

 NumOfPostBrowsingUrls 8.44E-05 1.09E-04 0.77 0.44159 

  
Note: Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Residual standard error: 0.00897 on 81 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.911, Adjusted R-squared:  0.885  
F-statistic: 34.5 on 24 and 81 DF,  p-value: < 2e-16 
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The regression summaries above indicate that QueryCount, 

QueryCountWithNoResultTaps, QueryCountWithOneResultTap, 

NumOfTapsOnQuerySuggestions, AvgTimeBetweenQueries, NumOfSearchResultsVisited, 

AvgNumOfTappedResultPerQuery, MaxTimeBetweenTaps, and AvgRelevantResultsPerQuery 

are statistically significant in the interaction model (p<=0.05). Among those factors, QueryCount, 

NumOfSearchResultsVisited, MaxTimeBetweenTaps and AvgRelevantResultsPerQuery are 

positively correlated to search performance, while QueryCountWithNoResultTaps, 
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QueryCountWithOneResultTap, NumOfTapsOnQuerySuggestions, AvgTimeBetweenQueries, 

and AvgNumOfTappedResultPerQuery are negatively correlated to search performance. 

However, diagnostic plots shows several problems within current regression model: the 

points in the Residuals versus Fitted plot are not randomly scattered, the Scale–Location and 

Residuals versus Leverage plots show points scattered away from the center, which suggests that 

some points have excessive leverage. 

Further model diagnostic identities seventeen influential observations: 15, 21, 22, 30, 31, 

39, 44, 46, 54, 59, 68, 72, 74, 75, 88, 93, and 1036. Further investigation shows 21, 39 and 74 are 

outliers since those observations had interruptions caused by the app crash during the experiment. 

Those three outliers could strongly affect the experiment result; therefore, they are excluded 

from the model construction. 

The table below shows the regression summary without observation 21, 39 and 74. It can 

be seen that QueryCountWithOneResultTap, NumOfTapsOnQuerySuggestions, 

AvgTimeBetweenQueries, NumOfSearchResultsVisited, AvgNumOfTappedResultPerQuery, 

MaxTimeBetweenTaps, MinTimeBetweenTaps, AvgRelevantResultsPerQuery are statistically 

significant in the interaction model (a=0.05). QueryCount and QueryCountWithNoResultTaps 

are still statistically significantly at the level of a=0.1.  There is not much difference in factors’ 

positive and negative impact on search performance, the noteworthy difference is that 

NumOfSearchResultsVisited and MinTimeBetweenTaps are positively correlated to search 

performance. 

 

 

                                                
6 Use influence.measures(m) in R to identify influential observations. 
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Table 4.3 Regression Summary 

	

Estimate	 Std.	Error	 t	value	 Pr(>|t|)	

	(Intercept)	 -8.00E-03	 1.12E-02	 -0.71	 0.478	

	QueryCount	 1.13E-03	 5.82E-04	 1.94	 0.056	 .	

QueryCountWithNoResultTaps	 -1.63E-03	 9.71E-04	 -1.68	 0.096	 .	

QueryCountWithOneResultTap	 -1.85E-03	 7.18E-04	 -2.57	 0.012	 *	

AvgQueryLength	 -2.15E-04	 1.48E-04	 -1.46	 0.149	

	NumOfTapsOnQuerySuggestions	 -1.66E-03	 3.84E-04	 -4.34	 4.30E-05	 ***	

AvgTimeBetweenQueries	 -1.49E-04	 2.46E-05	 -6.07	 4.40E-08	 ***	

NumOfSearchResultsVisited	 1.03E-03	 1.00E-04	 10.22	 4.80E-16	 ***	

AvgNumOfTappedResultPerQuery	 -6.24E-03	 8.34E-04	 -7.48	 9.60E-11	 ***	

MaxTimeBetweenTaps	 5.33E-05	 2.29E-05	 2.33	 0.022	 *	

MinTimeBetweenTaps	 8.26E-04	 3.79E-04	 2.18	 0.032	 *	

AvgTimeBetweenTaps	 8.33E-05	 1.82E-04	 0.46	 0.648	

	AvgTimeToFirstTap	 2.16E-04	 2.00E-04	 1.08	 0.282	

	AvgTimeToFirstScroll	 -9.23E-05	 6.35E-05	 -1.45	 0.15	

	AvgTapResultRankPos	 2.07E-04	 5.16E-04	 0.4	 0.689	

	AvgMaxScroll	 -9.87E-07	 2.43E-06	 -0.41	 0.685	

	MaxNumOfResultsViewed	 -4.16E-04	 2.64E-04	 -1.58	 0.119	

	AvgRelevantResultsPerQuery	 1.37E-02	 1.01E-03	 13.57	 2.00E-16	 ***	

ScrollCount	 -4.15E-06	 1.34E-05	 -0.31	 0.758	

	MinScrollSpeed	 6.09E-05	 5.44E-05	 1.12	 0.266	

	MaxScrollSpeed	 7.75E-08	 5.14E-07	 0.15	 0.881	

	AvgScrollSpeed	 8.84E-06	 8.45E-06	 1.05	 0.299	

	TotalScrollingTime	 1.99E-05	 3.16E-05	 0.63	 0.53	

	AvgPageViewingTime	 1.70E-04	 3.27E-04	 0.52	 0.605	

	NumOfPostBrowsingUrls	 1.39E-04	 1.02E-04	 1.36	 0.177	

	Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Residual standard error: 0.00772 on 78 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.918, Adjusted R-squared:  0.893  
F-statistic: 36.5 on 24 and 78 DF,  p-value: <2e-16 
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These diagnostic plots show a much better regression model: the points in the Residuals 

versus Fitted plot are randomly scattered with no particular pattern, the Normal Q–Q plot has a 

very good fit: The points in the Normal Q–Q plot are more-or-less on the line indicating that the 

residuals follow a normal distribution. In both the Scale-Location plot and the Residuals versus 

Leverage plots, the points are in a group with none too far from the center. 
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4.4.3 Subjective Models 

 Compared with the interaction model, which investigates the relationship between those 

interaction factors and search performance, subjective models combine both interaction factors 

and subjective factors together to evaluate the impact of subjective factors on users’ search 

performance. Subjective factors in the performance models are search experience, system 

usability, task difficulty, perceived performance. All those factors are measured using Likert 

scales in the questionnaire. 

When constructing regression model, it is fine to use subjective factors from Likert scale 

as independent variables since there is no distribution assumption for independent variables in 

regression models. However, since parameter estimates generally are only interpretable for 

nominal categories or numerical quantities, it should be careful to interpret the final model with 

subjective factors from Likert scale. One common practice is to treat Likert scale measurement 

as numerical variables. The regression model summary can be seen in Table 4.4. 

Table 4.4 Subjective regression model summary 

 

Estimate Std.Error t value Pr(>|t|) 

 (Intercept)	 -8.29E-04	 1.69E-02	 -0.05	 0.9611	

	QueryCount	 1.21E-03	 5.76E-04	 2.09	 0.0397	 *	

QueryCountWithNoResultTaps	 -1.82E-03	 9.72E-04	 -1.87	 0.0651	 .	

QueryCountWithOneResultTap	 -1.70E-03	 7.17E-04	 -2.37	 0.0203	 *	

AvgQueryLength	 -2.42E-04	 1.55E-04	 -1.56	 0.123	

	NumOfTapsOnQuerySuggestions	 -1.80E-03	 3.81E-04	 -4.73	 1.10E-05	 ***	

AvgTimeBetweenQueries	 -1.29E-04	 2.66E-05	 -4.85	 6.70E-06	 ***	

NumOfSearchResultsVisited	 1.02E-03	 1.02E-04	 9.91	 3.20E-15	 ***	

AvgNumOfTappedResultPerQuery	 -6.04E-03	 9.38E-04	 -6.44	 1.10E-08	 ***	

MaxTimeBetweenTaps	 6.64E-05	 2.35E-05	 2.82	 0.0062	 **	

MinTimeBetweenTaps	 1.03E-03	 3.83E-04	 2.69	 0.0087	 **	
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AvgTimeBetweenTaps	 6.82E-05	 1.92E-04	 0.36	 0.7236	

	AvgTimeToFirstTap	 1.36E-04	 2.00E-04	 0.68	 0.4977	

	AvgTimeToFirstScroll	 -1.22E-04	 6.45E-05	 -1.89	 0.0627	 .	

AvgTapResultRankPos	 5.71E-05	 5.26E-04	 0.11	 0.9139	

	AvgMaxScroll	 -4.77E-07	 2.59E-06	 -0.18	 0.8543	

	MaxNumOfResultsViewed	 -4.17E-04	 2.62E-04	 -1.59	 0.1154	

	AvgRelevantResultsPerQuery	 1.31E-02	 1.04E-03	 12.56	 2.00E-16	 ***	

ScrollCount	 -9.43E-06	 1.35E-05	 -0.7	 0.4866	

	MinScrollSpeed	 7.78E-05	 5.34E-05	 1.46	 0.149	

	MaxScrollSpeed	 1.17E-07	 5.06E-07	 0.23	 0.818	

	AvgScrollSpeed	 7.31E-06	 8.73E-06	 0.84	 0.405	

	TotalScrollingTime	 2.56E-05	 3.21E-05	 0.8	 0.4276	

	AvgPageViewingTime	 -2.94E-05	 3.41E-04	 -0.09	 0.9315	

	NumOfPostBrowsingUrls	 7.77E-05	 1.04E-04	 0.75	 0.4564	

	SearchExperience	 3.32E-06	 1.68E-03	 0	 0.9984	 	

SystemUsability	 -1.35E-04	 1.19E-04	 -1.13	 0.2602	 	

TaskDifficulty	 -1.16E-04	 1.75E-04	 -0.66	 0.5104	 	

PerceivedPerformance	 1.16E-03	 5.35E-04	 2.17	 0.0333	 *	

Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1 
 
Residual standard error: 0.00753 on 74 degrees of freedom 
Multiple R-squared:  0.926, Adjusted R-squared:  0.898  
F-statistic: 33.2 on 28 and 74 DF,  p-value: <2e-16 
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 It can be seen from the results that the model keeps most of the interaction model and its 

inner relationship between behavioral factors and search performance. Among the four 

subjective factors, search experience, system usability, and task difficulty are not statistically 

significant, which could suggest that they do not have strong impact over search performance, or 

searchers do not have much variation in perceived search experience, system usability and task 

difficulty and thus it does not show any strong signal that those factors are correlated to search 

performance. One interesting factor is the perceived search performance, which is positively 
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correlated to search performance and suggests that searchers have the ability to judge how well 

they have completed search tasks. 

Since the interaction model and the subjective model are nested models, an ANOVA test 

is used to examine the difference between the interaction model and the subjective model, and it 

is interesting to see whether those extra four subjective variables improve the performance fitting. 

From the ANOVA testing result, it can be seen that the two models are not significant different 

at the level of a=0.05. Since the interaction model has fewer independent variables and it would 

be very hard to collect those subjective variables in reality, the interaction model is preferred. 

This finding that subjective variables have little impact over search performance could be 

applied to future search behavior experiment design and search performance prediction. 

 

Table 4.5 ANOVA testing result for the interaction model and the subjective model 

 Res.Df RSS Df Sum of Sq F  Pr(>F)   

1 78 0.00465     

2 74 0.00419 4 0.000459 2.02 0.1 
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4.5 MODEL ASSESSMENT AND OPTIMIZATION 

4.5.1 Model Prediction Performance Analysis (Cross-Validation) 

 

 

The k-fold cross validation is a common technique for assessing the prediction model 

performance. The experiment data set is divided into k smaller sets, a model is trained using k-1 

of those data sets and the resulting model performance is computed using the remaining part of 

the data, by interating this process for each fold, there will be k performance scores. The average 
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of those k performance scores could be an effective factor to evalute the model because those 

scores are calculated using observations not included in the model estimation. 

This study follows the common standard cross validation folds (k=10) to evaluate the 

models (Breiman, Friedman, Olshen, and Stone, 1984). The result shows that the cross validation 

residual sums of squares, a corrected measure of prediction error averaged across all folds, is 

very small (7.72e-05), and thus the model assessment shows that the model has a very good 

prediction ability that can prevents over-fitting. 

 

4.5.2 Variable Selection 

One potential risk for a model with multiple independent variables is multicollinearity, in 

which two or more predictor variables in a multiple regression model are highly correlated.  To 

avoid multicollinearity, variable selection is adopted to find a simple model with the “best” 

subset of variables. By using the MASS program’s stepAIC function to preform both forward 

and backward selection, the final result is shown as below: 

FValue ~ QueryCount + QueryCountWithNoResultTaps + QueryCountWithOneResultTap +  

    AvgQueryLength + NumOfTapsOnQuerySuggestions + AvgTimeBetweenQueries +  

    NumOfSearchResultsVisited + AvgNumOfTappedResultPerQuery +  

    MaxTimeBetweenTaps + MinTimeBetweenTaps + AvgTimeToFirstScroll +  

    AvgRelevantResultsPerQuery 

	
Step	 Df	 Deviance	 Resid.	Df	 Resid.Dev	 AIC	

1	
	 	 	

78	 0.00465	 -981	
2	 -	MaxScrollSpeed	 1	 1.36E-06	 79	 0.00465	 -982	
3	 -	ScrollCount	 1	 4.98E-06	 80	 0.00466	 -984	
4	 -	AvgTapResultRankPos	 1	 9.08E-06	 81	 0.00467	 -986	
5	 -	AvgMaxScroll	 1	 4.50E-06	 82	 0.00467	 -988	
6	 -	AvgTimeBetweenTaps	 1	 1.36E-05	 83	 0.00469	 -990	
7	 -	TotalScrollingTime	 1	 3.71E-05	 84	 0.00472	 -991	
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8	 -	AvgPageViewingTime	 1	 2.92E-05	 85	 0.00475	 -992	
9	 -	AvgTimeToFirstTap	 1	 5.19E-05	 86	 0.0048	 -993	
10	 -	AvgScrollSpeed	 1	 6.35E-05	 87	 0.00487	 -994	
11	 -	MinScrollSpeed	 1	 6.67E-05	 88	 0.00494	 -994	
12	 -	NumOfPostBrowsingUrls	 1	 5.90E-05	 89	 0.00499	 -995	

13	
-	
MaxNumOfResultsViewed	 1	 7.86E-05	 90	 0.00507	 -996	

 

By using those chosen variables to redo the regression, the result is shown as below: 

	

Estimate	 Std.	 Error	 t	value	 Pr(>|t|)	

(Intercept)	 5.42E-03	 7.65E-03	 0.71	 0.4808	

	QueryCount	 1.43E-03	 4.76E-04	 3.01	 0.0034	 **	

QueryCountWithNoResultTaps	 -2.18E-03	 8.39E-04	 -2.6	 0.011	 *	

QueryCountWithOneResultTap	 -1.93E-03	 6.09E-04	 -3.17	 0.0021	 **	

AvgQueryLength	 -1.77E-04	 1.25E-04	 -1.41	 0.161	

	NumOfTapsOnQuerySuggestions	 -1.61E-03	 3.26E-04	 -4.94	 3.60E-06	 ***	

AvgTimeBetweenQueries	 -1.51E-04	 2.26E-05	 -6.69	 1.80E-09	 ***	

NumOfSearchResultsVisited	 8.74E-04	 6.45E-05	 13.56	 2.00E-16	 ***	

AvgNumOfTappedResultPerQuery	 -7.09E-03	 5.58E-04	 -12.72	 2.00E-16	 ***	

MaxTimeBetweenTaps	 7.24E-05	 1.40E-05	 5.17	 1.40E-06	 ***	

MinTimeBetweenTaps	 9.11E-04	 3.12E-04	 2.92	 0.0044	 **	

AvgTimeToFirstScroll	 -8.86E-05	 5.28E-05	 -1.68	 0.0969	 .	

AvgRelevantResultsPerQuery	 1.43E-02	 7.83E-04	 18.31	 2.00E-16	 ***	

 

 From the result, it can be seen that those significant variables are still kept and their 

relationship with search performance do not change. Overall, the search interaction-performance 

model has demonstrated that 1) query count (number of queries during task), number of search 

results tapped, max time between taps and average relevant results per query are positively [+] 

correlated to search performance, and 2) query count with no result taps, query count with one 

result tap, number of taps on query suggestions, average time between queries, and average 

number of tapped result per query are negatively [-] correlated to search performance. 
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 To better understand search performance model, all these relevant factors could be 

organized by the three search stages: search intent expression, search results evaluation, and 

search results click-through. 

 In the search intent expression stage, the relevant factors are query count [+], query count 

with no result taps [-], query count with one result tap [-], number of taps on query suggestions [-

]. From those factors, it could be seen that the key to increase search performance in the query 

formulation stage is to maximize queries with effective search results action while minimizing 

queries with little search results interaction. Therefore, query effectiveness is the key to increase 

search performance when exploring a certain topic. 

 In the search results evaluation stage, the relevant factors include number of search 

results tapped [+], average number of tapped result per query [-] and average relevant results per 

query [+]. First, the number of search results tapped [+] indicates the more gain for more effort 

principle, but this relationship doesn’t mean more search results tapped per query could increase 

performance, in fact, average number of tapped result per query [-] indicates that more search 

result taps per query could negatively affect search performance, and average relevant results per 

query [+] prefers effective search result taps for each query. Therefore, it could be inferred that 

there is a dynamic equilibrium for average number of tapped result per query in the search 

results evaluation stage. Specifically, if searchers tap zero search result per query, the number of 

search results tapped [+] decreases to zero, which causes search performance loss; Also, if 

searchers tap infinite search results, average number of tapped result per query [-] and average 

relevant results per query [+] result in lower search performance as well. Ideally, more effective 

queries with optimized average number of tapped results per query are the key to increase search 
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performance in exploratory search, the optimized average number of tapped results per query 

may depend on such factors as search results relevance and query quality. 

 In the search results click-through stage, significant factors are max time between taps [+] 

and average time between queries [-]. Usually, when browsing search results, it could be found 

that some search results may function as navigational search results that could help searchers 

find more relevant search results. The max time between taps [+] could indicate those 

navigational search results finding and click-throughs, that is, if searchers find some of those 

navigational search results, the max time between taps increase and the overall search 

performance also increases. Besides, average time between queries [-] shows that average time 

on search results evaluation and click-through could negatively affect search performance. 

Therefore, it could be inferred that in the search results click-through stage, the performance 

model encourages fast search result evaluation and high quality results click-through. 

 

4.6 SEARCH STRATEGIES 

Exploratory search behavior is usually described as a process in which a user performs 

multiple queries for a search task and clicks multiple URLs for each query, but it is unclear about 

what kind of users’ search strategies and search trails that can lead to a better search 

performance. This section attempts to address this research question. 

In principle, exploratory search task could be abstracted as knowledge search task on a 

certain knowledge graph. When a user has a knowledge gap, the user could formulate multiple 

queries and tap multiple URLs to explore the knowledge graph and reach certain knowledge 

nodes and fill the knowledge gap.  
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 From the experiment results, it can be seen that there are mainly two strategies to explore 

a knowledge graph: breadth-first strategy and depth-first strategy. Searchers who used breadth-

first strategy tried lots of queries, but for each query, they only visit a few search results. 

Searchers who used depth-first search strategy tried a few queries, but for each query, they scroll 

deeply in the search results. For example, it can be clearly seen from the search behavior 

characteristic analysis that searchers have varied pattern in the query count and viewed search 

results per query, which implicitly show the strategy they used. 

 Now the question becomes which strategy, breadth-first or depth-first, will give searchers 

a better search performance. Generally speaking, there should be no difference by using these 

two strategies: searchers will ultimately find information they need to fill their knowledge gap - 

it is only a matter of time and search trail selection. However, it is not that ideal in reality: time is 

usually a scarce resource and the search system also uses different way to optimize search results 

ranking, different search strategies will result in different search trails, and different search trails 

could result in different search performance. It will be interesting to see which strategy could 

produce better search performance.  

 

  

 From the search interaction model, it can be seen that “query count, number of search 

results visited, max time between taps and average relevant results per query are positively (+) 
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correlated to search performance, while query count with no result taps, query count with one 

result tap, number of taps on query suggestions, average time between queries, and average 

number of tapped result per query are negatively (-) correlated to search performance.” Among 

those factors,  

1) query count (+), query count with no result taps (-), and query count with one result tap (-

) indicate the effective query principle: the more effective queries, the better search 

performance.  

2) average number of tapped results per query (-) demonstrates that searchers could decrease 

their search performance if they tapped too many search results per query. 

3) average time between queries (-) shows that searchers should move fast from query to 

query in order to achieve a better search performance, if searchers adopt depth-first 

strategy by using a few queries but browsing lots of search results for each of them, it 

will cause longer average time between queries and thus lower search performance.   

4) average relevant results per query (+) also indicates the importance of effective query 

principle. If searchers could find more average relevant results per query, they would 

have better search performance. Intuitively, this could partially support the depth-first 

strategy if it could find more relevant results for each query, however, relevant search 

results are usually scatter around the top positions and the relevance could drop 

dramatically along with the search result depth. Therefore, although average relevant 

results per query can positively affect search performance, there is no evidence to support 

depth-first strategy.  

5) number of search results visited (+) encourages searchers to keep visiting more search 

results. In general, the more search results visited, the better search performance they 
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could achieve. There are two ways to visit lots of search results in a limited time: breadth-

first or depth-first, combining with query count (+) and average number of tapped results 

per query (-), it can be seen that breadth-first is preferred.  

6) number of taps on query suggestions (-) is an interesting factor. Usually, it is assumed 

that query suggestions could help searchers formulate better queries and boost search 

performance. However, as from the results, search suggestion could negatively affect 

search performance in this study. One reason could be search suggestions are optimized 

using top search queries, when search task becomes a specific exploratory search task, 

top search queries may lack the context and could not provide valuable suggestions. 

 

 Therefore, from all the factors above and their relationship with search performance, 

breadth-first strategy tends to achieve better search performance than depth-first strategy. The 

finding also confirms the previous assumption that different search strategies could result with 

different search performance in reality. 

 One main reason that makes the difference is search system ranking and optimization. If 

we use marginal utility to describe the utility that a searcher gains or loses from an search action 

(tap a search result, or enter a new query), it can be seen that marginal utility generally decreases 

along with search results position increase since search system ranks search results by relevance 

and optimize only those top search results. 

 By using U(q) to represent the margin utility for a new query, and U(t) to describe the 

margin utility for a search result tap, the whole problem could be abstracted as an economic 

model. If U(q) > U(t), searchers should switch to the new query; if U(q) < U(t), searchers should 

keep browsing current search results until the U(q) >= U(t); If U(q) == U(t), searchers reach to 
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equilibrium point. U(q) should be determined by the risk of finding a good query and the sum of 

tapped results’ marginal utility under that query. Therefore, searchers could use U(q) and U(t) to 

determine an optimized search trail to improve search performance. One thing noteworthy is that 

different search task, search results, or search system may have a completely different 

equilibrium point, searchers have to figure out whether they have reached the equilibrium point 

as soon as possible and move as fast as they can to achieve a better search performance.  
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CHAPTER V 

IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

 

5.1 IMPLICATIONS 

 Previous chapters have demonstrated experiment findings around users’ search behavior 

patterns and the impact of search interaction on search performance. Given all those findings, 

this chapter focuses on the research question “how to improve the design of exploratory search 

system”. 

 For navigational type search queries, one perfect search result could lead searchers to 

right information or destination, but in exploratory search, searchers are not searching for a 

unique answer, but a group of different options, ideas, and inspirations. Therefore, search trail 

optimization becomes much more important than a single query suggestion or one search result, 

search systems that could guide users into different search trails and optimize those search trails’ 

visit order become especially important to improve search performance. 

 Searchers keep interacting with the search system to explore and collect information for 

an exploratory search task, but any search interaction could potentially affect the final search 

performance positively or negatively. In order to avoid search failure and guide users into 

optimized search trails with better search performance probability, it is important for exploratory 

search systems to provide real-time feedback for search interactions. Here, those exploratory 

search systems with real-time feedback on search interactions are called Real-time Interactive 

Search System. 

 The two key components of a real-time interactive search system are 1) interaction-

performance evaluation and 2) real-time feedback on search interactions. 
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 The interaction-performance evaluation is to accumulate and utilize past search 

interactions data collaboratively to evaluate potential impact over search performance. The 

search interaction-performance model presented in last chapter can be used to evaluate the 

relationship between search interactions and search performance. Once those critical search 

interactions have been recognized, real-time feedback could be triggered to improve searchers’ 

search performance: either prevent users from entering failure trails or turn users into a better 

search trail. Meanwhile, the comprehensive research framework that is presented in in the last 

chapter to construct the search interaction-performance model could also be used to adapt with 

new context and consume new search interactions data to build more flexible models. 

 The real-time feedback on search interactions could be provided from search intent 

expression stage, search results evaluation stage and search results click-through stage. 

 In the search intent expression stage, query effectiveness is the key to increase search 

performance when exploring a certain topic. The implication for designing real-time interactive 

search system is to maximize queries with effective search results action while minimizing 

queries with little search results interaction. For instance, queries without results tapping could 

be identified as low effective queries, when searchers use those queries, real-time feedback could 

help them find more effective queries and better search trails. Qvarfordt et al. (2013) attempted 

to use a query preview control to visualize the distribution of newly-retrieved and re-retrieved 

documents prior to running the query in order to help searchers find more effective search 

queries. Also, when providing instant query suggestions, real-time interactive search systems 

should also prefer those effective queries rather than popular queries based on collected user 

interaction data. 
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 Meanwhile, since one characteristic for exploratory search is continuous query 

reformulations, well-designed search guides that could guide searchers into different optimized 

search trails (Glowacka et al, 2013) and search history visualization (Golovchinsky et al., 2012) 

are critical to increase search performance. For instance, Andolina et al. (2015) designed 

IntentStreams system for exploratory search that provides interactive query refinement 

mechanisms and parallel visualization of search trails. The system visualizes each search trail via 

an intent model allowing rapid user feedback, and allows easy interaction to change between 

parallel search trails. Klouche et al. (2015) designed a touch-based search user interface called an 

exploration wall, which allows incremental exploration and sense-making of large information 

spaces by combining entity search, flexible use of result entities as query parameters, and spatial 

configuration of search streams that are visualized for search interaction. The study indicated that 

an exploration wall could achieve significantly improved recall for exploratory search tasks 

while preserving precision. 

 For search results scrolling and evaluation, the design implication for real-time 

interactive search systems is to optimize search trails for both breadth-first strategy and depth-

first strategy. As from the findings, breadth-first strategy tends to achieve better search 

performance than depth-first strategy due to search system ranking and optimization. When 

searchers scrolling search results to the breakeven point, search systems should provide real-time 

navigational feedback for searchers to try other queries instead of keeping scrolling.  

 For search results click-through, since the search interaction-performance model prefers 

fast search result evaluation and high quality results click-through, the implication is to enrich 

search results summary to reduce gap between search results summary and the search results’ 

web page. First, search results summary could contain rich search trails information. Ideally, a 
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user finds a search result useful, that search result summary could turn itself into an anchor for 

searchers to find more relevant search trails. Second, each search result click-through action 

should have real-time feedback for users to choose the following search trails based on current 

search result evaluation. Jin et al. (2013) proposed a new search results ranking feedback 

framework that search results in the first page are ranked using a diverse, exploratory method to 

increase the probability of matching users’ search intents, and a personalized re-ranking of the 

next pages are shown based on the user’s feedback or actions from the first page. Nanni (2015) 

designed Desire, a dynamic approach for search results recommendation that is able to 

recommend unseen relevant results while the user browses the retrieved search space. Evaluation 

results indicated an overall improvement of 88% for the ranking quality when compared to 

Google. Ruotsalo et al. introduced interactive intent modeling, which integrated interactive 

visualizations, intent prediction, multimodal feedback, in order to help users better navigate and 

learn information space, and provide increased feedback for the system to better understand 

search intent and improve search results relevance. Kangasr et al. (2016) presented a timeline 

interface that visualizes the feedback history, and a Bayesian regression model that can estimate 

the user's current interests and the accuracy of each user feedback to deal with concept drift 

during search session. All those researches are valuable attempts that could greatly improve 

search results relevancy by utilizing search interactions as real-time feedback.  

 Further, search systems should provide tools for user to better organize (e.g., like, save, 

pin, etc.) search results after click-through, those information could be valuable for future 

recommendation and search trail optimization.
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5.2 CONCLUSIONS 

The ultimate goal of this study is to construct a search interaction-performance model and 

improve the exploratory search system design. 

In order to achieve that goal, this study starts with the research question “what are the 

differences between users’ search behavior in exploratory search tasks versus other search 

tasks”. To address the research question and analyze users’ search behavior in exploratory search 

tasks, the study adopts query-logging analysis method to analyze exploratory search behavior 

from four levels: query, scroll behavior, click-through, and post-browsing. The findings 

described in the section 4.2 “Search Interaction” shows that exploratory search behavior could be 

featured with long query length, continuous query reformulations, careful search results 

evaluation and numerous search results click-through. Those differences prove the research 

significance of exploratory search as a unique and independent search type: help us better 

discover different options, ideas, and inspirations in daily life. 

The study further focuses on the relationship between search interaction and search 

performance in exploratory search to answer the research question “what behavioral factors may 

determine users’ search performance in exploratory search”. 

The question has been addressed using the search interaction-performance model 

presented in the section 4.4 “Search Performance Model”. In the search interaction-performance 

model, all the interaction variables were based on literature review as well as the search behavior 

framework in the section 3.1 (e.g., Fox et al, 2005; Agichtein et al, 2006; Downey et al, 2007; 

Bilenko et al, 2008; White et al, 2007, 2009;  Hassan et al, 2010; Field et al, 2010; Zhang et al, 

2011; Ageev et al, 2011; Athukorala et al, 2014; Shah et al, 2015). Specifically, all the search 

interaction features used in the model are related to the four key search activities that guide and 
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define an exploratory search: query, results scanning, results browsing and relevance judgment 

(Table 3.3). By combining literature review and the search behavior framework, all the 

interaction variables used in the model can be guaranteed to be comprehensive and objective to 

represent search interactions. 

There have been two ways to evaluate the search performance of a user performing a 

search task. The common way is to use measures such as precision and recall, which are all 

based on analyzing the relevance of documents retrieved. Similarly, recommendation systems 

and collaborative search have been using collective precision and recall to evaluate users’ search 

performance. (Chirag, 2010; Ricci et al, 2011; Shah et al, 2015). The idea is to use relevant 

documents retrieved by each user and relevant documents retrieved by all the users to estimate 

each user’s precision and recall. The reason why this method has been gaining popularity is 

because the overall relevant and non-relevant documents are usually unknown within large 

collections of documents.  

In addition to precision and recall, another way is to use user satisfaction as a baseline for 

search performance. However, user satisfaction is more used to evaluate search system 

performance instead of evaluating for users’ search performance. For example, if users feel more 

satisfied using a new search system with improved search result ranking, it could indicate the 

new search system is better; but user satisfaction is rarely used to evaluate users’ search 

performance because it is relatively subjective and hard to build a baseline to evaluate users’ 

search performance: different users could have completely different standard and understanding 

about search performance, moreover, high satisfaction does not need to be equal to high search 

performance, users could feel very satisfied with the overall problem solving but they may not 

perform well in solving those problems compared to other participants. Therefore, the f-value, a 
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combination of the collective precision and recall, is used in the search interaction-performance 

model to evaluate users’ search performance. 

Compared with previous search behavior models (White & Morris, 2007; Piwowarski, et 

al, 2009; Hassan et al, 2010; Ageev et al, 2011; Zhang et al, 2011; Shah, 2015), the search 

interaction-performance model demonstrates the relationship between search interaction and 

search performance using multiple search interaction factors including those variables in the 

query, search result scrolls and taps, search result browsing and relevance judgment. Moreover, 

the interaction-performance model introduces a new way to interpret exploratory search 

interaction and performance: during the exploratory search process, any interaction could affect 

search performance. This interpretation further indicates a new way to design exploratory search: 

an exploratory search system should guide users through most relevant queries and information 

and provide real-time feedback on search interactions. 

Meanwhile, the interaction between search system and searchers can reduce the 

ambiguity between searchers and search systems. From both search system and searchers’ 

perspective, it is important for searchers to understand how the search system could work and 

how to interact with the search system most effectively.  

 Furthermore, one valuable finding is that the comparison between the interaction model 

and subjective model shows no significant different (a=0.05) between the two models. That is, 

since the interaction model has fewer independent variables and it would be very hard to collect 

those subjective variables in reality, the interaction model is reliable to evaluate and predict 

search performance. This finding could save lots of effort for future application of the search 

interaction-performance model in reality and could guide future studies on search performance 

research.  
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For the third research question “what kind of users’ search strategies and search trails that 

can lead to a better search performance”, the breakthrough findings here are the two main 

exploratory search strategies that could guide searchers into the right information in an 

information graph: the breadth-first and depth-first search strategies.  

In principle, exploratory search could be abstracted as a knowledge graph travel to 

resolve a certain knowledge gap. Searchers who used breadth-first strategy tried lots of queries, 

but for each query, they only visit very few search results. Searchers who used depth-first search 

strategy tried only a few queries, but for each query, they scroll deeply in each search results. 

The breadth-first and depth-first search strategies are relative, not mutual exclusive or absolute, 

searchers don’t have to be categorized into breadth-first or depth-first strategy; instead, those two 

concepts are only used to identify two distinct types of search behavior or search strategies when 

resolving complex information problems, it is possible that searchers stay in the middle ground 

between breadth-first and depth-first strategies. The significance of these two strategies is that, it 

draws a boundary or dimensions for different exploratory search behavior and exploratory search 

strategies, and thus all the different search behavior could map into those two dimensions inside 

the boundary. One operation definition about the breadth-first strategy or depth-first strategy is: 

if using M to represent the ratio of query numbers and the average scrolling depth for a certain 

exploratory search tasks, M could be used as the measurement for the tendency to use breadth-

first or depth-first search strategy, for example, the greater the M is, the more tendency a 

searcher uses a breadth-first strategy, otherwise, the more tendency the searcher uses a depth-

first strategy. 

Based on the experiment data and the search interaction-performance model, it is found 

that breadth-first strategy tends to achieve better search performance than depth-first strategy due 
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to search system ranking and optimization. Therefore, using breadth-first search strategy with 

reasonable depth could achieve the best search performance. Moreover, the breakthrough here is 

the finding of equilibrium point between breadth-first strategy and depth-first strategy. As 

discussed in the last chapter, if using U(q) to represent the margin utility for a new query, and 

U(t) to describe the margin utility for a search result tap, the whole exploratory search strategy 

could be abstracted as an economic optimization model. If U(q) > U(t), searchers should switch 

to the new query; if U(q) < U(t), searchers should keep browsing current search results until the 

U(q) >= U(t); If U(q) == U(t), searchers reach to equilibrium point. U(q) should be determined 

by the risk of finding a good query and the sum of tapped results’ marginal utility under that  

query. One thing noteworthy is that different search task, search results, or search systems may 

have completely different equilibrium point. This equilibrium point could provide valuable 

implications for exploratory search system design in order to help searchers identify potential 

equilibrium points and achieve better search performance. 

 The last question concerns the utilization of the search performance model in the design 

of exploratory search system. It has been addressed by the real-time interactive search system. 

Given the interaction-performance model, different interactions could either increase or decrease 

the whole search performance. A good exploratory search system is to guide users through most 

relevant queries and information, and provides real-time feedback when users encounter negative 

search performance interaction. i.e., when they search with queries with very little results 

interactions, a real-time feedback could guide users through search query reformulation or results 

re-ranking and make sure that users could return to the right track. 
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5.3 LIMITATIONS 

 The research reported in this dissertation has several limitations that are important to 

discuss here. 

 First, the search experiment was limited to a relatively small number of participants, and 

while there were common patterns found in their experiment, a large-scale study may be needed 

to develop a deeper understanding of people’s exploratory search behavior and enhance the 

generalizability of the search interaction-performance model. In addition, since almost all the 

subjects in the experiment are students, more diversified experiment subjects could improve the 

reliability of the research findings, it is possible that people could have slightly different kinds of 

exploratory search behavior. 

 Second, the Laboratory setting, pre-defined search tasks, artificial motivation, and the 

time-bound nature of the tasks may change users’ search behavior. The participants could focus 

primarily on collecting as many relevant search results as possible without synthesizing and 

organizing those search results. Real life situation could be different with those settings, and we 

may observe a different level of engagement had the participants chosen their own topics and 

define the search tasks. Also, think-aloud protocol can be used in the future experiments to 

gather data and further investigate into the breath-first and depth-first search strategies, like when 

will a searcher switch to a new query instead of continuing scrolling further in a certain search 

result page. 

 Third, the search system used in the experiment was developed on the iPad, which may 

limit the research findings to the mobile platform only. For other platforms, it is possible to have 

different exploratory search behavior. 
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5.4 FUTURE WORK 

There are several interesting questions remained to be addressed in the field of 

interaction-performance model and exploratory search system design. The final section of this 

dissertation will propose some of these questions, along with suggestions to extend the studies in 

this dissertation. 

 As pointed out in the limitations section of this chapter, each of the studies reported in 

this dissertation was targeted toward a specific population - college students. Further 

investigations are needed to study other specialized populations, such as engineers, designers, 

scientists, etc. This may require employing different methods of studying exploratory search 

behavior and search performance. 

 The laboratory study can be extended to a field study, whereby allowing the participants 

to work without several limitations the controlled lab study had. The participants in a field study 

could work with the system as they please, explore their own projects of interest, and collect 

interesting search results as they like.  

 Exploratory search intent recognition: when designing real-time interactive search 

system, one assumption is exploratory search intent. It could work if the search system is only 

designed for exploratory search tasks, but in reality, it requires accurate recognition of 

exploratory search intent. All the characteristics mentioned in this study could be used to 

recognize exploratory search intent, but more studies are needed to accumulate interaction data 

for a certain exploratory search task, and accurate intent recognition is necessary. 

 In addition, when designing real-time interactive search system, one interesting topic is to 

provide real-time feedback when searchers reach to this equilibrium point, the best interface 
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design or the best way to identify the equilibrium point worth further investigation and research 

to improve searchers’ search performance. 

 There are also several interesting and important research questions that we need to 

address next, some of which are given below. 

1) How to visualize the users’ search trails that can help other users’ find better search 

results? 

2) How to design real time interactive search system user interface? Like what is the best 

way to provide real-time feedback on search interactions?  

3) When can we know that edge point that we should switch queries instead of keeping 

browsing under the same query? 
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